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COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL

IN

C OLORADO:

A RATIONA L APPROACH TO AIDS
EDWARD P. RICHARDS*

I.

INTRODUCTION

Protecting the public from communicable diseases is a fundamental
duty of a civilized society. As history has demonstrated, the fear of dis
ease is a primal fear that can, and has, torn apart civilizations.1 Some
time between the end of the last polio epidemic in the l 950's,2 and the
beginning of the AIDS epidemic3 in the 1980's,4 Americans lost their
traditional fear of communicable diseases. This loss of fear was the
product of a reasonable recognition of the growing ability of medicine
to treat or prevent traditional illnesses, and an unreasonable perception
that communicable diseases were a problem of the past. While this pe
riod saw a massive epidemic of an incurable and frequently deadly dis
ease (hepatitis B)5 and the recognition and spread of new epidemic
diseases (Lyme Disease and Legionnaires' Disease), 6 there was little
public awareness that communicable diseases constituted a continuing
threat to the public health. AIDS shattered this false sense of security.7
•

Visiting Associate Professor of Law, University of Denver College of Law; Re

search Fellow, National Center for Preventive Law. University of Houston Law Center,
j.D., 1978; University of Texas School of Public Health (Disease Control), M.P.H., 1983.
The author wishes to acknowledge the intellectual and editorial contributions of Thomas
Vernon, M.D., Director, Colorado Department of Health to preparing this paper. The
author also acknowledges the assistance of Robin Gray of the class of 1990 at the Univer
sity of Denver College of Law.
l. In earlier ages, pestilence were mysterious visitations, expressions of the
wrath of higher powers which came out of a dark nowhere pitiless, dreadful, and
inescapable. In their terror and ignorance, we did the very things which in
creased death rates and aggravated calamity. . . . Panic bred social and moral
disorganization; farms were abandoned, and there was shortage of food, famine
led to civil war, and, in some instances, to fanatical religious movements which
contributed to profound spiritual and political transformations.

H. ZINSSER, RATS, LICE AND HISTORY 129 (1963).
2. H. WAIN, A HISTORY OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 359-67 (1970).
3. AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome) is a collection of symptoms and
infectious seco ndary to infection with HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus). While
AIDS has gotten most of the news coverage, many persons become sick and die of ARC
(AIDS Related Complex) without progressing to AIDS. Persons infected with HIV are
infectious to other persons irrespective of whether they have manifested AIDS, ARC, or
are totally asymptomatic. It is the larger universe of HIV carriers that poses the threat to
the public health.
4.

See generally, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Human Immu

nodeficiency Virus Infection in the United States: A Review of Current Knowledge, 36 MORBIDITY A N D
MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT (6th Supp. Dec. 18, 1987).
5. M. ROSENAU, PUBLIC HEALTH AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 181 (1986) [hereinafter

M. ROSENAU).
6. A. BENENSON, CONTROL OF CO MMUNICABLE DISEASES IN MAN 221 (1985) [hereinaf
ter A. BENEN SON].

7.

See generally D. BLACK, THE PLAGUE YEARS: A CHRONICLE OF AIDS, THE EPIDEMIC

OF OuR TIMES (1986).
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This article has two objectives; to provide practical information to
Colorado professionals dealing with communicable diseases, including
AIDS,8 and to give persons outside of Colorado an overview of the legal
premises and practical details of the Colorado AIDS control law. Colo
rado physicians may use this article as a guide to compliance with the
Colorado communicable disease laws. Colorado attorneys must be pre
pared to counsel their clients who are affected by these laws, whether
these clients are health care providers, disease sufferers, or employers.
Attorneys should also endeavor to understand these laws to better par
ticipate in the ongoing public debate over the proper role of public
health in a modern society.
For persons outside of Colorado, this is an attempt to explain how
one state has developed a rational appro ach to AIDS, based on existing
public health principles. While the confusion over the Colorado AIDS
control law9 engendered this article, i t is impossible to understand the
AIDS control law outside of the context of the larger framework of dis
ease control laws and administrative rules. (The Colorado Department
of Health (CDH) Rules and Regulations pertaining to communicable
disease control are included as an appendix to this article).
Colorado is a leading state in the fight to control AIDS. The Colo
rado approach to AIDS stands in contrast to some states, which have
chosen to ignore important principles of public health practice. Colo
rado has attempted to give its homosexual citizens the same public
health protections as other Coloradans, but Colorado cannot fight AIDS
alone. As long as the majority of states do not adopt a proper public
health approach to AIDS, then AIDS control efforts are doomed to fail
ure. The Colorado AIDS control law is not perfect, but it is hoped that a
broader understanding of the law will stimulate other states to recon
sider their AIDS control measures.
II.
A.

PURPOSES OF

DISEASE

CONTROL LAws

Controlling the Spread of Disease

The prime purpose of disease control laws is inherent in thei r
name: they exist to control the spread of disease. Few communicable
diseases are amenable to eradication or even substantial prevention.
For example, there are between one and three million cases of gonor
rhea each year.10 While gonorrhea is easily treatable, I I there is neither
a screening test nor a vaccine for the gonococcus, making i t impossible
8. This article does not purport to review legal issues that are unrelated to the Colo
rado experience. In particular, since Colorado has a specific statute requiring the report·
ing of HIV positive persons to the Colorado Department of Health (CDH), there ts no
need to carry out a full analysis of the common law duty to warn third parties of a �oten
tially infectious patient. However, in states that do not require, or permit, the reporung of
HIV infection this common law duty will be a source of extensive litigation.
9. Co w . REv. STAT.§ 25-4-1401 (Supp. 1987).
10. Cutler & Arnold, Venereal Disease Control by Health Departments in the Past: Lesso ns for
.
the Present, 78 AM. jouR. Pus. HEALTH 372 (1988) [hereinafter Cutler & Arnold].
11. There are strains of gonorrhea that are resistant to the antibiotics used as first hne
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to eradicate. Given the large number of carriers, and the societal unease
with state controls on sexual activity, it is also impossible to curtail the
activities of persons carrying the disease. For individuals at risk of con
tracting gonorrhea, the most realistic disease control goal is to identify
and treat new cases before they lead to permanent injuries such as steril
ity.12 At the societal level, it is only possible to prevent the gradual in
crease of the disease and to be on guard against the emergence of new
drug resistant strains.
For other diseases, such as typhoid fever, it is impossible to cure the
disease in some persons. I t is possible, however, to prevent its spread as
an endemic disease in the community. Typhoid is easily controlled for
three reasons: (I) there are relatively few cases;13 (2) the risk to the com
munity arises from easily identifiable occupations;14 and (3) the public
accepts that a h ealth officer must actively supervise the disease carrier to
prevent further spread of the disease.15 In contrast with gonorrhea, it is
reasonable for individuals to expect to be protected from infection with
typhoid fever.
B.

Disease Reporting

The scientific control of communicable diseases rests on the identi
fication of infected individuals, the investigation of how these individu
als contracted the disease, interventions to prevent the further spread of
the disease, and, in some cases, the treatment of infected individuals.
All of these activities are predicated on identifying the universe of in
fected individuals. Without effective disease reporting, one cannot
know the number of persons infected, 16 the rate at which the disease is
spreading in the community, the mode of spread of the disease, or the
natural history of the disease. For a new disease, such as Lyme disease
or HIV infection, this information is critical to such basic tasks as deter
mining who is at risk for the disease and how the disease is spread. 17
Dise ase reports are also critical to maintaining the surveillance of well
controlled diseases to assure that the patterns of spread and the
prevalance of these diseases do not change.18
therapy. These slrains are trealable wilh olher, more expensive and loxic, anlibiolics. A.
BENESON, supra nole 6, at 161.

12. W. PERNOLL & R. BENSON, CURRENT OBSTETRIC AND GYNECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENT 718 (1987).
13. A. BENESON, supra nole 6, al 420. If any jurisdiction had a subslantial number of

cases, the resources necessary to maintain surveillance would be prohibitive.
14. A lyphoid carrier is only a lhreal if he works as a food handler.
15.
Excl u d e infected persons from handling food. Idenlify and supervise typhoid
carriers... . Chronic carriers should nol be released from supervision and restriction of
occupation until 3 consecutive negalive cuhures ... taken al least l month apart." A.
BENENSON, supra note 6, at 422.
16. "Prevalence" is the total number of persons in a population who have a disease at
"

given point in time. R. FLETCHER AND E. WAGN ER, CLI NICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY-THE ESSEN
TIALS 76 ( 1982) .
17. For a discussion of the investigalion of Legionnaires' Disease see G. THOMAS AND
M. MoRGAN-Wrrrs, ANATOMY OF AN EPIDEMIC (1982 ). For a discussion o f lhe Swine Flu
non-epidemic see R. NEUSTADT AND H. FINEBERG, THE EPIDEMIC THAT NEVER WAS (1983).
a

18. For example, luberculosis is on lhe increase, secondary to HIV infection. See U.S.
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The ma in s ta y of disease reporting is the identification of infected
persons by name and address. Other information, such a s occ upation or
dietary history may be obtained during the investigation of a specific
disease outbreak.19 If the disease is spread by personal contact, then the
infected individual will also be questioned about who may have given
him the disease and who he may in t u rn have infected. Because of the
intrusive nature of the contact investigation, the reporting and investiga
tion of com municable diseases has a l ways been most problematic for
sexually transmitted diseases ("STD's") .
Persons with STD's must contend with societal censure and t he em
barrassment of h aving to discuss intimate personal information with dis
ease in vestiga tors . Yet the requ ir em ent that information about sexual
habits and partners be disclosed to public health authorities has not
been controversial until recently. His torically persons with STD's have
readily complied with the reporting of their contacts and have supported
efforts by health departments to warn friends and lovers who might have
become infected.20 Most tellingly, homosexual men a n d prostitutes
sought treatment in public health clinics in preference to private practi
tioners. Until AIDS, public health clinics were valued for their non
judgmental treatment of ST D s and their strict protection of the pa
tient's privacy.
A centra l dilemma of the AIDS hys teria has been a systematic effo rt
by homosexual and civil rights ad voca c y groups to prevent the applica
tion of disease control measures to HIV infection. Since no health de
partments have seriously considered res tricting HIV carriers, the major
focus has been on preventing the mandatory reporting of HIV infection
,

'

and limiting the notification of persons who have been exposed to the
disease. Homosexual activists have resisted reporting and contact trac
ing because they fear that the health depa rtm e nt records will be used to
persecute homosexual men. The American Civil Liberties Union has re
sisted the reporting of HIV infect ion out of a vague sense that there is a
constitutional right to conceal a communicable disease. In both cas es,
these efforts to prevent basic disease control activities are rooted in a
naive view of disease control that assumes that diseases are only con
trolled throu gh treatment, and that educa tion is the best way to control
the spread of communicable diseases. Unfortunately, there are no
magic bullets for HI V infection, and education has had a dismal record
in the control of STD's.
The tragedy is that since these groups have not been able to make a
Department of Health and Human Services, Tuberrulo.1is and Acquired lmmunodeficienC)' S_vn
drome. 36 MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT 785 (Dec. 11, 1987) [hereinafter
U.S. Department of Health]; See also Salgo, A Foc1L1· of Rocky Jlountai11 Spoiled Fever ll'ith in
.\'ew

l'ork

ENG.J. MED. 1345
supm note 5, al 312.

City. 318 NEW

19. M. RosENAU,

(May 26, 1988).


20. Historically, the problem has been persuading private practice physicia ns to com
h
ply with the reporting requirements. One of the few studies on physician comp lian ce wil
·
reporting laws was done in Colorado. See Rothenberg, Bross and Vernon, Report ing of Con
er
onhea by Private Phyjicians: A Reha1•ioral Study, 70 AM. J. Pus. H EALT H 983 (1980) [herein aft
Rothenberg].
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valid scientific argument against the reporting of HIV infection, they
have instead chosen to attack the integrity of public health officials. De
spite evidence that public health departments have an essentially un
blemished record in protecting patient information, 21

homosexual

advocacy groups have convinced most state legislatures that health de
partments c annot be trusted with information on the spread of HIV.
This attack on the integrity o f public health has been made with the tacit
support of many public health officers. These public health officers have
become captives of the rhetoric of patient autonomy.

They speak of

protecting the patient's right to privacy, rather than the p atient's right to
life. The legacy of this schizophrenic view of the role of public health
officials 22 has been the unnecessary death of tens of thousands of peo
ple, primarily homosexual men. 23
These groups have been successful in preventing the reporting of
HIV status and the warning of persons exposed to HIV . Except for Col
orado and a few other jurisdictions, state, local and federal public health
authorities have refused to support HIV reporting.

Since HIV is a na

tional problem, with mobile carriers and great regional variation, the
data from the small number ofjurisdictions that require the reporting of
HIV are not adequate to describe the dynamics of HIV infection . As a
result of the failure of most jurisdictions to require reporting of HIV
status , it is impossible to determine the number of persons infected with
HIV, o r the rate and mode of its spread in the United States. The Cen
ters for Disease Control cannot deter mine-within the range of 100,000
to 5,000,000-the actual prevalence of HIV infection. While statutory
r e porting requirements provide less accurate prevalence information
than properly conducted seroprevalance studies, they would provide
valuable information that is not otherwise available.

III.
A.

DISEASE CONTROL IN COLORADO

Federal Efforts
Public health has traditionally been a state rather than federal activ

ity. The Federal government operates the United States Public Health
Service,24 but this was, historically, merely a uniformed service to pro
vide medical care for members of the merchant marine. The Federal
government became actively involved in disease control, specifically the
21.

Association of State and Terri torial Health Officers, Guide lo Public Health Practice:

AIDS Co11.fidentiality and Anti-Disrrimination Principles 24 (March 1988) [hereinafter ASTHO].
22. The con tradiction is epitomized in the criticism of public health officials for not

treating AIDS as aggressively as other diseases, while castigating public health officials
whenever it is suggested that traditional disease control measures are applicable to HIV
control.
23. Don't offend the gays and don't inflame the homophobes. These were the
twin h orns of the dilemma on which the handling of this epidemic would be torn
from the first day of the epidemic. Inspired by the best intentions, such argu
ments paved the road toward the destination good intentions inevitably lead .
R. SHILTS, AND THE BAND PLAYED ON 69 (1987).
24 . For a discussion of the role of the public health service in venereal disease control
see Cutler & Arnold, supra note 1 0, a t 372-73.
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control of STD's, during World Wars I and II. This involvement began
because of the debilitating effect of STD's on the troops. The federal
efforts continued through the early l 950's, resulting in the lowest rates
of STD's in United States history. The rate of syphilis and gonorrhea is
now higher than forty years ago.25 Since World War II the Public
Health Service has evolved to include m edical research at the National
Institute of Health and other federal facilities.
The government also operates the Centers for Disease Control
("CDC") . The CDC: 1 ) conducts research on public health problems,
including disease control; 2) maintains a clearinghouse for statistical in
formation on health matters, including communicable diseases; 3) ad
ministers both general and categorical disease control grant funds;
4) oversees maritime disease control efforts; 5) engages in professional
standard setting for laboratory and disease control activities; 6) provides
special drugs and antitoxins; and 7) represents the United States in the
World Health Organization. The Epidemic Investigation Service is also
based at the CDC.26 This is a group of investigators that will assist state
and local health officers in the investigation of unusual disease
outbreaks.
While the CDC attempts to coordinate and encourage state disease
control efforts, its effectiveness is limited because the United States does
not have a national disease control policy. Congress has preferred to
leave disease control activities to the states. Each state is free to ignore
CDC standards and resources, irrespective of the effect on national dis
ease control efforts. While states should b e free to adopt more rigorous
disease control standards than those proposed by the CDC, there should
be federally mandated minimum standards and greater standardization
of disease control efforts.
B. State Powers
l.

General Powers

States have almost unfettered authority to protect their ouzens
from communicable disease. In a few old cases, the courts have de
clared blatantly racist laws unconstitutional,27 but sustained even Draco·
nian measures when applied to persons suspected of spreading a
communicable disease. In modern times, the courts have seldom lim
ited the authority of state and local public health officers to pro tect the
public health. 28 The universe of available powers includes the a utho rity
25.

Id.
For a discussion of the work of the Epidemic Investigation Service at the CDC. see
B. ROUECHE, THE MEDICAL DETECTIVES (1981).
27. Typical of these cases were the laws i n San Francisco, California that attempte d W
use fire safety rules to limit Chinese laundries under the guise of protecting the pubhc
26.

health. Vick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886).
28. Dunbar v. Giordano, 173 Colo. 567, 481 P.2d 415 (1971); Winkler v. Colora do
D ep t ofHea lth. 1 9 3 Colo. 1 70, 564 P.2d 107 (1977); Reynolds v. McNichols, 488 F.2d
.
1378 (10th Cir. 1973) . For a good discussion of the state's police power to close homosex·
ual bathhouses. see C i ty of New York v. St. Mark's Baths, 497 N.Y.S.2d 979 (Sup . 1986).
'
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to:
require the reporting of private medical information to govern

(1)

mental agencies;29
search medical records held by physicians and hospitals to locate

(2)

information about the spread of communicable diseases;30
immunize persons against communicable diseases;3I

(3)
(4)

perform medical examinations, collect specimens, and perform lab

oratory analyses without, or against, a person's consent;32
treat persons without, or against, their consent;33

(5)
(6)
(7)

restrict the occupation of a disease carrier;34
restrict the freedom of movement and association of a disease car

rier;35 and
seize and destroy property that poses a threat to the public health.

(8)

2.

Colorado's General Powers

The powers stated above a r e available to all states, but the state
must pass legislation to empower the state health officer to exercise the
state's power. In Colorado, as in most states, this legislation takes the
for m of a general authorization to protect the public health and safety,
combined with legislation for specific diseases. The general authoriza
tion for the CDH is quite broad:

(1) To investigate and control the causes of epidemic and
communicable diseases affecting the public health;
(2) "[t]o establish, maintain, and enforce isolation and quar
antine, and, in pursuance thereof and for this purpose only, to
e xercise such physical control over property and the persons of
the people within this state as the department may find neces
sary for the protection of the public health;"

(3) to close theatres, schools, and other public places, and to
forbid gatherings of people when necessary to protect the pub
lic health;

(4) to abate nuisances when necessary to protect the public
health; and
(5) to collect, compile, and tabulate reports of marriages, dis
solution of marriages, declaration of invalidity of marriages,
births, deaths, and morbidity, and to require any person having
information with regar d to the same to make such reports and
29.
30.

Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589 (1977).
COLO. REV. STAT.§ 25-4-508 (1982).
31. Brown v. Stone, 378 So. 2d 218 (Miss. 1979); Pierce v. Board of Educ., 30 Misc.
2d 1039, 219 N.Y.S.2d 519 (196 l );jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905).
32. Ex parte Woodruff, 90 Okla. Crim. 59, 210 P.2d 191 (1949); Ex parte Kilbanoe, 32
Ohio Op. 530, 67 N.E.2d 22 (1945).
3 3 . R eynolds v. McNichols, 488 F.2d 1 3 78 (10th Cir. 1973); W e lch
Kan. 394, 196 P.2d 235 (1948).
34. 6 CoLO. CODE REGS. § 1009-1 (1988) (Regulation 6).

v.

Shepherd, 165

35. Ex parte Fowler, 85 Okla. Crim. 64, 184 P.2d 814 (1947); Board of Health v. Court
of Common Pleas, 83 NJ.L. 392, 85 A. 21 7 (1912);Jewish Hosp. v. Williamson, 103 F. 10
( N.D. Cal. 1900); Ex parle McGee, 105 Kan. 574, 185 P. 14 (1919); Ex parte Clemente, 61
Cal. App. 666, 215 P. 698 (1923); Application of Halko, 246 Cal. App. 2d 553, 54 Cal.
Rptr. 661 (1966).
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submit suc h information as the board shall by rule o r re gula
tion provide.36
In addition to t hese general powers, t he re are spec ific laws governing
alcoholism and intoxication treatment, 37 cholera and smallpox on
trains,38 prenatal examinations for syphilis,39 "inflammation of the eyes
of the newly born " ,40 venereal diseases,4 1 tuberculosis,42 rabies,43 psit
tacosis,44 phenylketonuria,45 school entry immunizations ,46 newborn
sc reening and genetic c ounseling,47 and HIV infection .48
IV. DISEASE REPORTING
A.

Disease Reporting in Colorado

The CDH has the general authority to require anyone to report
communicable diseases, even attorneys. In Re gulation Two of the Rules
and Regulations Pertaining to Communicable Disease Controls, the
CDH has established which individuals, in addition to attendin g physi
cians, must report c ommunicable diseases: "other persons e ither treat
ing or havin g knowledge of a reportable disease , such as
superintendents or persons in c harge o f hospitals or other institutions
licensed by the Colorado Department o f Health, (or their designees),
persons in c harge of schools (inc ludin g school nursing staff) and li
censed day-care centers."49 Regulation Two attempts t o limit the duty
to report to health care providers and t he supervisors of licensed institu
tions through the qualification of persons with knowledge of a reporta
ble disease, "such as superintendents . " This qualific ation still leaves
open the question of whether other persons, such as attorneys, have a
legal duty to report communicable diseases. While the vague language
might prevent prosecution under the public health law s, it might not
forec lose liability for a civil law suit for failure to warn .50
The CDH has promulgated administrative regulation s requiring the
reporting of many diseases that are n ot t he subjec t of specific statu tes. 5 1
These regulations list the diseases that must be reported, the form of
36 . CoLO. REv. STAT. § 25-l-107(a) to (d), (f) ( 1 982).
37. Id. at § 25- 1 -30 1 ( 1 982 and Supp. 1 987 ) .
38. Id. a t § 25- 1 -606 ( 1 982).
39. Id. at § 25-4-20 l .
40. Id. at § 25-4-30 1 .
4 1 . Id. at § 2 5-4-40 I.
42. Id. at § 25-4-50 I.
43. Id. at § 25-4-602.
44. Id. at § 25-4-701 et se q .( 1982 and Supp. 1 987).
45. Id. at § 25-4-80 1 et seq (1 982).
46. Id. at § 25-4-90 1 et seq .
47. Id. at § 25-4- 1 00 1 et se q. ( 1 982 and Supp. 1 987).
48. Id. at § 25-4- 1 4 0 1 et seq . (Supp. 1 987) .
49. 6 C?LO. CooE REGS. § 1 009-l (1988) (Regulation 2).
50. W � 1le the du t y to report HIV is dearly limited to health care related personnel, a
.
.
quesuon might anse if an attorney was counseling a person with tuberculosis as to how to
avoid detection by the health department.
5 1 . 6 Cow. CooE REGS. § I009- 1 ( 1988) (State of Colorado Rules and Regulations
penaining to communicable disease control). These rules and regulations are reprinted as
an appendix to this article.
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the required reports, and how quickly the report must be made. The
regulations divide diseases into five categories: (I) those that must be
reported within twenty-four hours (List A);52 (2) those that must be re
ported within seven days (List B);53 (3) laboratory reporting of venereal
diseases;54 (4) laboratory reporting of non-venereal diseases;55 and

(5) reporting requirements for HIV infection. 56
The disease reports must contain the following information: "pa
tient's name, address (including city and county), age, sex, name and
address o f responsible physician, and such other information as is
needed to locate the patient for follow-up."57 This information is also
required in reports of HIV infection.

There is an exemption for "influ

enza-like illness, animal bites and mumps, in which only the number of
cases seen need be reported."58 All List A diseases and certain List B
diseases59 must be reported by a clinical diagnosis, irrespective of labo
ratory confirmation. The remainder of List B diseases are only to be
reported when the diagnosis is supported by laboratory confirmation.
These reports may be made to the local health officer, his designate, or
the CDH Epidemiology Division.6°
Lists A & B delineate the diseases that the CDH believes are of pub
lic health significance, and that are likely to be seen in Colorado. Regu
lation One of the Colorado Department of Health also requires the
reporting of:
[A]ny unusual illness or outbreak of illnesses which may be of
public concern whether or not known to be, or suspected of
being , communicable, regardless of its absence from lists A and

B. A physician who o bserves any unusual pattern of illness, or,
more broadly, any threat to the public health,61 should contact
the state or local health department.62
More importantly, the CDH protects the confidentiality of all disease
contr o l reports: "All records and reports submitted to the Colorado De
partment o f Health in compliance with these regulations are deemed to
be confidential public health information and are to be used by the De
partment as source material for problem analysis and necessary disease
contr o l efforts. "63 As with all public health departments, the CDH has
an exemplary record of maintaining the confidentiality o f disease con52.
53.

Id. ( 1988) (Regulation
Id.

I).

5-4. Id. (1988) (Regulation 4).
55. Id. ( 1988) (Regulation 3).
56. Id. (Regulations I to 3). The legislature choose lo establish separate rules for
reporting HI\'. These statutory rules are reflected in the regulations and are discussed in
dt·cail later in this paper.

57. Id. (Regulation I).
58. Id.
59. These selected diseases are marked with an asteri�k which are listed in the
appendix.
liO. Phvsicians and ochers who need information on where lo report disease should
.
rnruan the Epidemiology Division al (303)331-8331.
Ii I. A 1hrca1 10 che public health ma\· include toxic exposures or radiation exposures.
fJ'.!. ti Cow. Coot: Ru;s. § 1009-1 (1988) (Rt·gulation I).
ti:�.

Id. (1988) (Regulacion

8).
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trol reports. This was recently highlighted in a report prepared by the
Association of State and Terri torial Health Officers ("ASTH0").64 As
p art of this report the committee conducted a national survey attempt
ing to show that new laws are necessary to protect the confidentiality of
HIV carriers. The study showed that the number of documented cases
of breaches of confidentiality were very low, and that breaches by dis
ease control workers were essentially nonexistent. 65

B.

The Duty to Protect Others
A person infected with a communicable disease has a duty to pre

vent the spread of the disease to others. If a person transmits a disease
through a negligent failure to prevent harm to others, then the disease

In Colorado and other states
which criminalize certain reckless conduct, an action based on a negli 
gence per se theory could be supported. The reckless or intenti onal
carrier could b e sued for damages. 66

transmission of a communicable disease could also be grounds for pros·
ecution under a sta te's criminal laws.67 While it might be difficult to
obtain a conviction for specific intent crimes such as murder, a person
who knowingly exposes others to a dangereous communicabl e disease
could be successfully prosecuted for reckless endangermen t.68 The
health department may also prosecute such conduct under the publ ic
health laws.69

Physicians and other health care workers have a duty to prevent the
spread of communicable diseases. They must counsel an infected per·
son on how to prevent the spread of disease.70 They also have a duty to

64. ASTHO, supra note 21, at 24.
65. There was only one possible case of a breach of confidentiality by an epidemio l·
ogy disease reporting center. This survey was sent to all state health departments , m ost
big city health departments, civil rights groups, and national homosexual rights advoca cy
groups. There was no attempt to conduct a random sample. The survey found only 75
report �d instances of breaches of confidentiality throughout the United States . The as·
sumpuon of many commi ttee members was that this reflected a failure of the rese arch
le
design rathe� than an indication that breaches of confidentiality are a sham issue. Whi
a·
m
a
are
ity
th is assumption echoes the conventional wisdom that breaches of confidential
is
jor problem that requires special laws for HIV, this study does not support the hypothes

that HIV records pose special confidentiality problems.
66. Tort Liability foutIDSr, 24 Hous. L. REv. 957 (1987).
S
67 There have been several cases charging HIV carriers with murder. See Berg. AID
S
I
D
A
,
on
Patimt Convicted of .'14urder Al/empt, L.A. DAILY J.,Jan. 29, 1988at 3, col. I; Thomps
Crue Turning Up in Criminal Courts, L.A. DAILY J., Jan. 3, 1986 at 3, col. 1.
.
68.
CoLO. REV. STAT.§ 18-3-20 8 (1986); but su United States v. Moore, 669 F. Supp.
289 (D. Minn 1987): "On June 24, 1987, defendant, an inmate at the Federa l M edic al
Center in Rochester, was convicted by a jury of two counts of assault with a deadly or
dangerous weapon in violation of 18 U.S.C.
§§ 111and 1114. The indictment allege d th at
he had tested positive for the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) antibody and that
later he assaulted two federal correctional officers with his mouth and teeth .... Def end·
ant had been in�ormed that �e had both the AIDS virus and the hepatitis antib ody and that
.
he could potenually transm1� the diseases to other persons. Defendant bit Officer McC ul·
.
on
twice,
the
leg
lea.vmg a four inch saliva stain. He bit Officer Voight on th e leg.
lough.
breaking the skm and leaving a mark that was visible five months later at trial. After the
incident, defendant stated that he intended to kill the officers" (footnote ommited).
69. 11. at§ 2 5 -1-114(4) (Supp.1 9 87) (unlawful acts-penalties).
70. 1 he recent cases deal wuh 1he duty to warn a patient about the risk he poses t o
·
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warn persons that might be infected through contact with the disease
carrier.71

An important function of a state's disease control laws is to

allow the discharge of a physician's duty to warn persons who his pa
tients might endanger.
A central dilemma in the treatment of persons with communicable
diseases is the conflict between the physician's duty to warn third per
sons and the duty to protect the patient's confidentiality. Many physi
cians believe that they have both the right and the duty to personally
warn persons who may be put at risk by their patients. This belief is
strongest among family p ractitioners who, rightl y , abhor the notion that
they cannot warn a wife, for example, that her husband has syphilis. Un
fortunately, assuming the duty to personally warn third parties is fraught
with liability,72 and may even violate specific statutes designed to pro
tect a patient's privacy.
In Colorado, it is illegal for a physician to contact a th i rd party with
out the p atient's consent. Colorado is unusual in that its statutory pro
tection for patient confidentiality is part of the criminal code.73 This
statute applies to all medical records74 and medical information,75 im
posing a criminal penalty 76 on any person, "who, without proper au
thorization, ... discloses to a n unauthorized person a medical record or
others while he (the patient) is on medication. In Gooden v. Tipps, 6 5 1 S.W.2d 364, 369
(Tex . Civ. App. 1983), Doctor Tipps was sued by a person whose car was struck by the
patient Doctor Tipps was treating. The patient was under the influence of Quaalude, and
there was an issue as to whether the physician had warned the patient that the drug would
interfere with her driving. The court held: "[I]t is apparent that, under proper facts, a
physician can owe a duty to use reasonable care to protect the driving public where the
physician's negligence in diagnosis or treatment of his patient contributes to plaintiffs
injuries. " In reviewing the precedent for this decision, the court specifically referred to
the venereal disease control laws as an example of a physician's duty to the public, and by
analogy, an area of potential liability if the physician violates that duty. The court also
pointed "out that the imposition of a duty upon a physician for the benefit of public is not
a new concept. Art. 4445 ... [the venereal disease control act] was originally enacted in
1 9 1 8." Gooden, 6 5 1 S. W.2d at 370.

7 1 . Many commentators derive this duty from Tarasojfu. Re gents of Cal., 17 Cal. 3d 425,
55 1 P . 2 d 334, 1 31 Cal. Rptr. 14 ( 1 976). Tarasojf involves the duty to warn the potential
victim of homicidal psychiatric patient . While the language of this case is broad, the facts
arc very narrow. Tarasojf deals only with the situation of a patient that a therapist deter
mines, or should determine, is dangerous to others. Id. at 4 3 2, 5 5 1 P.2d at 340, 13 1 Cal.
Rptr. at 20 . It is acknowledged that the term "dangerousness" is difficult, or close to
impossible, t o determine. Specifically, the assertion by a psychiatric patient that he plans
on killing someone is not enough. Doctor Tarasolfs problem was that he made the deter
mination of dangerousness, then did not follow-up on his efforts to have the patient re
stricted . Had he chosen to no/ make the diagnosis, he would no/ have had the duty to warn.
Since contagiousness does not require a determination of the patient's state of mind,
Tarasojf may be better disease comrol p recedent than mental health precedent.
7 2. If the physician passes on incorrect information he may be sued for libel or slan
der. If the information is correct, he may be sued for invasion of the patient's privacy.
73. See CoLO. REv. STAT. § 1 8 -4-4 1 2 (1986).
74 . Id. at ( 2) (a) . .. [Tjhe written or graphic documentation. sound recording, or com
puter record of services pertaining to medical and health care which are performed at the
direction of a physician or other licensed health care provider on behalf of a patient . ..."
75. Id . at ( 2 )(b). "[A]ny information contained in the medical record or :my information pertaining to the medical and health care services performed at the direction of .. .
I any I licensed health care provider . . . .
76. Id. al (3).
"
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medical information . . . "77 Proper authorization means the written
.

consent of the patient or his duly designated representative, an appro
priate court order, or that the record or i�formation is being used in
.
various designated health care related functions. 78 This law accepts the
reality of health care as a team activity, but strictly limits disclosures to
third persons who are not involved in the health care system.
The restrictions on warning third persons are balanced b y the duty
to report specific diseases, and other conditions that pose a threat to the
public health, to the public health officials. This provides Colorado phy
sicians with a solution to the dilemma of public versus private trust: they
are required to report communicable diseases to the CDH, which then
warns third parties as necessary, and they are forbidden t o personally
warn third parties without their patients' consent. 79
Physicians in jurisdictions that do not accept or act on reports of
communicable diseases, such as HIV, are in an unenviable position.
They cannot discharge their duty to warn (and the liability for failing to
warn) third persons through the public health department, but personal
attempts to warn others may subject the physicians t o liability for
breaching their patients' confidences . A physician in such a j urisdiction
has three choices:

Do nothing beyond counseling the patient to warn pers ons that he

( 1)

might be put at risk of becoming infected with the communicable
disease;
Personally warn the persons at risk himself, thus assuming the

(2)

threat of litigation for invasion of privacy, libel or slander, and the risk
that the . physician's actions will establish the patient's dangerousness
.
while bemg ineffective in warning all appropriate persons; o r
(3) Carefully document the details o f each case in which there i s a dan
n
�er lo thir parties. This should include giving the patient a writte
_form expl ::u m ng the danger s to others and his duty to act respo nsibly.
_ _
I e phys 1C1an s ould, unless specifically forbidden by state law, cop y

�

�

�

this documentation and send it to his state health departm ent. This will
put t he health department on notice that the patient poses a risk to the
_
public health.HO
·
.
In Colo rado a phys1·cian or anot her health care provider
who comWit the Colorado laws and regulati ons governin the rep o r ting of
g
·
rnmmumcable diseases s hou Id have
a complete defense to law suit s
. .
·
based on a ta1lur e to war n th. rd
persons. This compliance is esp eo· aIIY
t
important for HIV report'mg, wh
ere t h ere ts
. both a statutory duty to
report and a statutorv. protec t'ion f
rom litigation for physicians wh o re·

.

plies

.

�

·

.

.

ii. Id. <11 (I).
ill. lri. al (2)(c). These design
at d (iuncuons i nc l ude quality assuranc e, insurance
dairm processing. possession O\: hos
t a person J for b11lmg and medical persons, and
r:i�
lr;1nsferring lhe information 1 0 :'1 . P �
rnnsu l tmg phys1c1an .
�<)
'· .
<.01.0. Cooi:: Rt:Gs. § 1009-1 (19
88) .
.
.
KO. I 111t111K lhe heahh depart
ment n noti e may n t cause them to act, but rt wi ll
�
?
clispd llw nwth l ha1 communicable
dise e earners, spec1fically HIV ca rriers do not pose
·• llm·a1 10 ntlwrs.

I�
·

·

7

,

·

.

•

·

��
·

.
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To assure that this protection is available, the person making

the disease control report should document the fact of the report in the
patient's medical record, including time, date, and person contacted at
the health department.
C.

Liability for Failing to Report Communicable Diseases
The communicable disease control laws and regulations are evi

dence of the state's interest in protectin g the public health. As such,
their violation gives rise to legal liability for the damages related to the
particular consequences of the breach . The best known of these duties,
and one that is shared with certain other health care providers, is to
report the disease to the public health authoritie s . 82 Failing to report a
communicable disease is punishable under the law.83 Physicians also
have a duty to counsel the infected person on measures to avoid the
spread of the disease.84 Persons who violate these laws may be sued if
their patients infect others. In such a lawsuit the violation of the statute
would be evidence of negligence per se. While negligence per se has
not been specifically adopted by a Colorado court in a disease control
case, it is well accepted in o ther contexts.85
The Colorado Supreme Court recently reviewed negligence per
se.86 The court held that " [t]he standard of conduct is adopted by the
court from the statute or ordinance, and violation of the enactment con
clusively establishes negligence."87 Merely showing that the defendant
violated the statute is not enough. The plaintiff must also "show that he
is a member of the class the s tatute was intended to protect and that the
inj uries were of the kind that the statute was enacted to prevent. "88 In
the case under consideration, the defendant violated the law against sell
ing liquor to an intoxicated person. The plaintiffs were the family of a
man killed by the intoxicated person. The court had no trouble in find
ing that the purpose of the Dramshop law was to protect both the
drinker and the "safety of those with whom the drinker comes into con
tact. "89 Thus, the court found for the plaintiffs on the issue of negli
gence per se.
In a case alleging negligence per se for violation of a communicable
disease law, there would typically be a plaintiff who contracted a commu
nicable disease from the d efendant's patient.
tracted

HIV,

then

the

legislative intent for

If this patient had con
part

fourteen of the

communicable disease control laws90 would be in issue. The introduc81.

COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1 404 (Supp. 1987); see also id. at § 25-4-402 ( 1 982).

82.
83.
84.

Id. at § 25- 1 - 1 07 ( 1 982 and Supp. 1987).
Id. at § 25-4-407 (Supp. 1 98 7 ) .
Failure t o carry out the duty to counsel does not always result i n a penalty for the
treating physician. Id. at §§ 25-4-407, 408 (Supp. 1987).
85. See infra notes 87-94 and accompanying text.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Largo Corp.
Id. at 1 1 07.
Id. at 1 108.

v.

Crespin, 7 2 7 P.2d 1 098 (Colo. 1 986).

Id.
COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1 4 0 1 el seq . (Supp. 1987).
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that the legislature supports the

Colorado Department of Health's efforts at controlling H I V infection;

(2)

that restrictive measures should only be used to protect the public

health; and

(3)

that the legislature wants to control the spread of HIV.

In particular, the legislature explicitly endorsed the reporting of HIV
infection and the notification of persons known to be exposed to HIV
infection as a method of controlling the spread of HIV.91
When a bar owner serves alcohol to a drunk, the owner does not
know which members of the general p u b lic that the drunk may inj ure. It
is sufficiently foreseeable, for the purpose of assigning liability in tort,
that a drunk will engage in driving under the influence, a n d that the
drunk will injure a member of the general public. Similarly , it is foresee
able that a perso n carrying a communicable disease will pass that disease
on to a member of the general public. Thus, the public health duty to
counsel and report is designed to protect third parties in the same way
as the Dramshop laws. Irrespective of the physician's common law duty
to warn of communicable diseases,92 there is clearly a duty to warn
through notification o f the public health department. Any person in
jured through

this

failure to

warn

would be entitled

to

recover

damages.93

2.

Constitutional Considerations : Restricting the Innocent

Public health law occupies that nether world between criminal and
civil law. While public health proceedings may constitutionally be car
ried out without the rigor of a criminal p roceeding, they may result in
the incarceration o f a disease carrier. Most interestingly, public health
laws are seldom litigated (a recurring explanation is that j udges are not
interested in having infectious litigants i n their court roo ms ) .

Conse

quently, there is little case law on communicable disease control meas
ures. While this invisibility is often taken as evidence that the courts
pub
. 9 1 . Id. The general assembly further declares that reporting of HIV infection to
lic health officials is essential to enable a better understanding of the disease, the scop e of
exposure, the impact on the community, and the means of control. The gene ral assembl y
further declares that the purpose of part 14 is to protect the public health and prev ent the

spread of said disease.
92. Skillings v . Allen, 143 Minn. 323, 1 73 N.W. 663 ( 1 9 1 9); Davis v. Rodman, 1 47
Ark. 385, 387, 2 2 7 S . W . 6 1 2, 614 ( 1 9 2 1 ) ; but see Gammill v. United States, 7 27 F.2d 950
( 1 0th Cir. 1 986) (construing Colorado law). The Gammill court recognized that a ph ysician
has a common law duty to warn family members, treating attendants, or other persons
hkely to be exposed to the patient, but did not believe that this duty to warn extended to
members of the general public. This case involved a physician employee o f the United
.
States who failed to report a case of hepatitis. To the extent that this case holds tha t the
p�blic health laws o not allow private attorney general actions, it is correct . It also im 
.
plies that the pro�1s1on of a criminal penalty in a statute prevents the application o f negli
.
gence per se . This was directly refuted in largo. "A criminal statute may be relied up on t�
.
.
_ _
establish negligence per se even though the statute is silent on the issue of civil liab1hty.
Largo , 727 P.2d at 1 1 08.
93. ln jones v. Stank , 1 1 8 Ohio St. 147, 1 60 N.E. 456 ( 1 928), the physician fa iled to
�
report smallpox as required by the state law. The court found this actionable and allowed
damages for the estate of a person who died after contracting smallpox from the defend
ant"s patient . Id.

�
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must have curcailed disease concrol accivities, i t i s more accurately a re
fleccion of the courts' acquiesence in these activities.
Only one recent case, Reynolds v. McNichols,94 has examined the con
sticutional reach of che Colorado communicable disease laws. Reynolds
arose when a proscicute challenged che public health officer's authority

to require her to be examined and treated for venereal disease. The
case demonstrates the level95 of consticucional scrutiny that has histori
cally been applied co disease control cases. Reynolds is important be
cause ic refutes the charge, levied by civil rights activists and homosexual

advocacy groups, that Colorado's disease concrol laws are antiquated
and would not withscand conscicutional scruciny.96
The Denver ordinance under which Reynolds was prosecuted pro
vided that persons suspected of having a venereal disease could be ex
amined, detained, and treated.

The stacute defined a person under

suspicion as any person arrested and charged with "vagrancy, prostitu
tion, rape, a violation of this arcicle, or another offense related co sex"97,
or:
Any person reasonably suspected to have had a contact with
another individual reasonably believed to have had a communi
cable venereal disease at the time of such contact and any per
son who is reasonably believed co have transmitted any such
disease co another individual. Any person who has had any
such disease or who has been convicted of any offense of the
kinds herein specified within twelve months next past, and who
is reasonably believed to be engaged in any accivity which
might have occasioned exposure to a communicable venereal
disease.98
The ordinance provides that persons who have been arrested may be
detained in jail pending examination and treatment. Detention may be
circum vented if the prisoner agrees to accept treatment without further
testing. 99 The Director of Denver Health and Hospitals is empowered
to order persons suspected of carrying a venereal disease, who are not in

jail, to present themselves for examination and treatment. 1 00 The ordi94. 488 F.2d 1 3 78 ( 1 0th Cir. 1 973).
95. Id. at 1 383. "The court only asserts that there is no equal protection claim avail
able and, thus, refuses to discuss the level of scrutiny which would be applicable to this
case.
96. Accepting this argument, the Colorado Legislature unnecessarily. limited the
power of the CDH to restrict persons with HIV who pose a threat to the public health. s,,
infra note 1 62-64 and accompanying text.
.
97. Reynolds, 488 F.2d at 1 384. While vagrancy was not at issue i i:t this case. II would
be expected that vagrancy would only be an acceptable ground for testing and treatment 1f

it was corrolated with communicable disease transmission.
98 . Id. at 1 384.
99. The prisoner is given epidemiologic treatment, whifh is trea.tment based on prob
able exposure to a communica ble disease. Epidemiologic treatment 1s basc:-d on the pnnn·
pie that the health of the community is best served by treating persons who are exposed to
the disease, although they may not have become infected . This is a critical strat egv for
.
.
controlling diseases such as gonorrhea for which the usual d1agnost1c te5ts have a high rate

of false negative results.
.
100. Every suspected person in the categones enumerated m Sec u?n 735. 1 - 1 (2)
[of the Denver City Code). and in the categones enumerated m Sl·cuon 735. 1 .

.

,
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nance provides that the Denver police have the authority to order per
sons to present

themselves at Denver

Health and

Hospitals

for

examination and treatment. 1 0 1
The court found both the detention and the walk-in orders t o Denver Health and Hos pitals to be constitutional :
Involuntary detention, for a limited period of time, of a person
reasonably suspected of having a venereal disease for the pur
pose of permitting an examination of the person thus detained
to determine the presence of a venereal disease and providing
further for the treatment of such disease, if present, has been
upheld by numerous state courts when challenged on a wide
variety of constitutional grounds as a valid exercise of the po
lice power designed to protect the public health. 1 02
While this case is fifteen years old, the United States Supreme Court has
not weakened its authority.
In 1987, the United States Supreme Court reiterated the . right of
the government to restrict the freedom of individuals to protect the pub
lic safety. In United States v. Salerno, 1 03 the Court upheld the preventive
detention provision of the Bail Reform Act of 1984. 1 04 Preventive de
tention, for the purpose of protecting the public safety, was found to be
allowable

an

regulatory

function,

rather

than

an

impermissible

punishment. 1 05
In the companion case of Hilton

v.

Braunskill, 106 the Court applied

the same individual liberty/public safety balancing test to support a de·
cision not to release a successful habeas corpus petitioner, pending final
7
appeal, because he might pose a threat to the community. 1 0
In both of these cases, the Court stresses the right of the governI ( I ) who is not detai ned in jail shall be examined at the department of health and
hospitals on an in-patient or out-patient basis as determined in individual in
stances by the manager of health and hospitals or his authorized representativ �.
Each such person shall submit to examinations as necessary and permit speci
mens to be taken for laboratory analyses and shall comply with the directions of
the man� ger or �is authorized representative with relation to hospitaliz ation on
.
an m-pat1ent basts or attendance at clinic on an out-patient basis, as the case may
be.
Rtyno/ds , 488 F.2d 1 37 8 , 1 385 ( 1 0th Cir. 1 973).
I O I . Id. at 1 386 .
t 02. Id. at 1 382. !he court held that " [ t]he provisions of the ordinan ce permiu �ng
.

.

_

hm1ted detentton for involuntary examination and treatment of a venereal disease being
in themselves constitutional, the fact that the city provides a less onerous alternative.
which the plaintiff in this case elected to follow, does not violate any constitutional right of
the plaintiff." Id. at 1 383.
1 03. 107 S . Ct. 2095 ( 1 987).
104. 1 8 U.S.C. § 3 1 42(e) ( 1 982).
105. As an initial matte�, the mere fact that a person is detained does not inexora
bly l �ad to the co�cl �ston that the government has imposed punishment . To de
termme . . . perm1ss1bl_e regulation, we first look to the legislative intent. Unle�s
Congress expre�sly • � tended to impose punitive restrictions, the pu m
.
uve/regu�at ? ry dtstmctt � n turns on, " 'whether an alternative purpose to whtc�
(the restncuon� m�y rau�nally be connected is assignable for it, and whether 11
appears excessive m relatton to the alternative purpose assigned (to it).' "
Salmio, 1 07 S. Ct. 2 1 0 1 .
106. 1 07 S . Ct . 2 1 1 3 ( 1 987).
107. Id.
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ment to r e s trict, though not punish, persons who pose a threat to the
public safe ty. While these restrictions must be accompanied by appro
priate due p rocess, proceedings need only show by "clear and convinc
ing e vidence after an adversary hearing " 1 08 that the restrictions are
necessary to protect the public safety. Given the highly s uspect nature
of pre-trial detention, it is reasonable to assume that the court would
support public health restrictions based on clear and c onvincing evi
dence, without requiring that the person actually be caught in the act of
harming another.
The basic premise that the s tate has the power to order individuals
to be examined and be treated for communicable disease is still good
law. 1 09 As to the detention i n jail, as opposed to the walk-in orders to
Denver Health and Hospitals, the

Reynolds

court found this acceptable

because the p laintiff in this case was a prostitute, who had been arrested
for prostituti o n . Noting that venereal disease is an occupational disease
for prosti t utes, 1 1 0 the court fou n d nothing impermissible in detaining
the plaintiff in jail a little longer for examination and treatment. While
this case dealt with a prostitute, i t is clear precedent for all persons ar
rested a n d charged with a crime reasonably related to the spread of a
communicable disease. This creates a broad reaching precedent in Col
orado because of the acceptance of reckless endangerment as a charge

able criminal offense. 1 1 1

Even · i n states where spreading a communicable disease is not a
char geable offense, the

Salerno

c a s e provides guidance for the restriction

of persons who pose a threat to the public safety.
listed

several

situations

where

The

po tentially dangereous

Salerno

Court

persons, or

classes of persons, may be detained without trial: enemy aliens during
time of war; persons detained b y executive order duri n g time of insur
rection; potentially dangerous aliens during pending deportation pro
ceedings; mentally unstable pers o n s who present a danger to the public;
dangerous persons who become incompeten t to stand trial; post arrest
detention of j uveniles; and persons who might flee the j urisdiction
before trial. 1 1 2
"Da n gerous" is a more obj e c tive determination when dealing with
1 08 . Sal.emo, 1 07 S. Ct. at 2098. I f the detention is limited, such as the detention that
acco mpanies arrest, there is no need for a formal adversary hearing:
The sole issue is whether there is probable cause for detain � ng the �rreste9 per
son pending further proceedings. This issue can be determined reliably without
an adversary hearing. The standard is the same as that for arr�st. That s�an
.
dard-probable cause to believe that a s uspect has committed a cnme-tradmon
hearsay
on
eeding
ally has been decided by a magistrate in a nonadversary pro�
and written testimony, and the Court has approved these informal modes of
proof.
Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103, 1 20 ( 1 975).
109. See supra notes 33 and 35 and accompanying text.
I I O . "It is not illogical or unreasonable, and on the contrary it i s reasonable to �uspect
_
that kno wn prostitutes are a prime source of infectious venereal disease.
Proswuuon a�d
venereal disease are no strangers." Reynolds, 488 F.2d at 1 38 2 . The court also 1mphes
that prostitutes are no strangers to jail. Id.
1 1 1 . See supra note 92 and accompanying text.
1 1 2 . Salerno, 1 07 S. Ct. at 2 1 02.
•

.
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communicable d iseases. For example, a person with a deadly disease
that is spread through respiratory contact poses a threat to the public
safety. In contrast to determining the threat posed by a pretrial de
tainee, the diagnosis of this disease, and the probability of its spread, are
determined by relatively unambigious physiologic measures. This is an
extreme case, but not an unusual one. There are many communicable
diseases for which dangerousness, and the type and degree o f restriction
necessary to protect the public safety, is a n objective, technical determi
nation. These cases should not require the extensive procedural protec
tions that are necessary when the determination of dangereous is more
subjective.

3.

Colorado Statutory Public Health Law Penalties

Since Colorado uses both general public health authority and spe
cific disease control laws, there are vary i n g penalties for disease control
law violations. The penalty for violations of the general public health
law is fairly severe:
Any person, association, or corporation, or the officers thereof,
who violates any provision of this section is guilty of a misde
meanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a
fine not more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
in the county jail for not more than one year, or by both such
fine and imprisonment, and in addition to such fine and impris
onment, shall be liable for any expense incurred by health au
thorities in removing any nuisance, source of filth, or c ause of
sickness.113
This penalty applies to the violation of any order or rule promulgat�d
under the general powers of the CDH, or under the provisions of spe
cific laws that d o not have designated penalties. Physicians and others
with a duty to report communicable diseases may be prosecuted if they
"fail to make o r file reports required b y law or rule of the board relating
to the existence of disease or other facts and statistics relating to the
public health." 1 1 4
4.

Specific C olorado Public Health Statutes
a.

Food Handling

Colorado law makes it illegal to employ a person as a food handler
who has a contagious, infectious, or venereal disease. I t is also a vio la
tion for the infected person to accept the employment. 1 15 This is an ol d
statute, but i t has not been superceded. The CDH regulati ons on com
municable disease in food handling establishments assume that th e Jaw
1 1 3. Cow. REv. STAT. § 25- 1 - 1 14(4) (Supp. 1 987) .
1 1 4. Id. at ( l ) (b) ( 1 982) .
1 1 5. Cow. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 108 ( 1 982) (work that is forbidden by diseased pers?ns).
. u nlawful for any e ployer
It is
to permit any person who is affected with any con tagious.
�
.
mfecuous, or venereal disease to work, or for any person so affected to work, in a build mg.
room. b�sement, enclosure, premises, or vehicle occupied or used for the p roduc oon.
preparation, manufacture, packing, storage, sale, distribution, or transpo rtati on of food.
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that the person cannot be employed if he has a disease that may be
transmitted through the handling of food. 1 16 An employer or employee
who does not comply with the provisions of this regulation will be sub
ject to the statutory penalty. • 1 7
The problem is that the law a s written applies to persons who have
any communicable disease, not merely those that are communicable
through food handling. However, this law is probably preempted by the
Rehabilitation Act 1 1 8 for most employers. The CDH will not prosecute
employers not covered by the Rehabilitation Act who comply with the
CDH regulation rather than the statute. While this leaves the theoretical
risk of a negligence per se based lawsuit, causation would fail if the dis
ease were not communicable through food. Employers and infected
persons must comply with the CDH regulation. Violation of state and
federal antidiscrimination laws would occur when employers attempt to
fire food handlers who have a c ommunicable disease (thus technically
illegal to employee) , but who d o not pose a threat of contagion.
means

b.

Prenatal Examinations

Colorado requires that the physician attending a pregnant woman
test the woman for syphilis within ten days of her first patient visit. If
the woman is attended by a midwife or faith healer who is not permitted
to draw blood, then the woman must be sent to a physician to have a
blood sample drawn for testing. 1 1 9 The person reporting the birth or
stillbirth of a child must state that the test was done and provide the
approximate date of the test. 1 20 The result of the test is not reported
with the birth certificate, but if the test is positive it must be reported to
the CDH A person who violates this law is subject to a fine of not more
than three hundred dollars. If the person attending the woman requests
that the blood test be done, but the woman refuses, there is no violation
of the statute. This request must include full information about the con.

1 16. 6 Cow. Co DE REGS. § I 009- 1 ( 1 988) (regulation 6). Food Handling and Infected
Pers ons-No person, while infected with a disease in a communicable form which can be
tran smitted by foods or who is afflicted b y a boil, or an infected wound, shall work in a
food proc essing, milk producing, milk processing or food service setting in any capacity in
which there is a likelihood of such person contaminating food or food contact surfac� s
wnh path ogenic organisms or transmitting diseases to other pe�sons . The �mployer 1s
.
.
responsible for ensuring the absence from work of an employee with an mfecuous disease
for which there is evidence of transmission to consumers in a food service, food process
ing, milk producing, or milk processing selling, as detennined by the State Department of
Health. Id.
1 1 7 . A person violating this Jaw: "shall be punished for the first offense by a fine of not
more than two hundred dollars and for the second and subsequent offenses by a fine of
not more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county j � il for not more
tha n ninety days, or both such fine and imprisonment. Each day . . . constitutes a s�par�te
offen se. " Cot.o. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1 1 1 ( 1 982). The provision that each day of v1olat10n
constitu tes a separate offense creates the possibility of quite onerous penal �ie� .
.
1 1 8 . See Comm ent, School Board of Nassau County v. Arline: An Extension W1thm Manage
able Bou nds Protecting the Handicapped, this issue.
l 1 9 . CoLO . REv. STAT. § 25-4-20 1 ( 1 982) (pregnant woman required to take blood
test).
1 20. Id. at § 25-4-203 (1982) (birth certificate blood test).
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sequences of having a baby with congenital syphilis if it is to also dis
charge tort liability for not testing a pregnant women for syphilis. 121
c.

Prophylaxis for Ophthalm ia Neonatorum 1 22

Colorado requires that physicians, nurses, and other persons at
tending the birth of a baby treat the baby with an opthalmic prophylaxis
approved by the CDH. Although the CDH is empowered to require the
reporting of ophthalmia neonatorum, 1 23 it has not chosen to do so. If
the inflammation is caused by an otherwise reportable disease, it must
be reported p ursuant to the appropriate regulation.1 2 4 This statute
contains a specific exclusion for parents who belong to a "well-recog
nized church or religious denomination and whose religious convictions,
in accordance with the tenants or principles of his church or religious
denomination, are against medical treatment for disease . " 1 2 5
d.

Venereal Diseases

This statute deals explicitly with syphilis, gonorrhea, chancroid,
granuloma inguinale, and lymphogranuloma venereum.1 2 6 There are at
least fifty additional venereal diseases not listed in this act. While it is
not certain whether the legislature intended this to be an exhaustive list,
it is clear that diseases excluded from the statutory list could be man
aged under the general powers of the Health Department. In fact,
before the AIDS Control Bill went into effect in 1 987, the CDH regu
lated HIV infection through its general power.
The venereal disease statute creates a specific reporting duty for a
large class of persons: "Any physician, intern, or other person who
makes a diagnosis in, prescribes for, or treats a case of venereal disease
and any superintendent or manager of a state, county, or city hospital,
dispensary, sanitarium, or charitable or penal institution in which there
is a case of venereal disease . . . . " 1 2 7 The CDH, through its rule making
authority, 1 28 has broadened this duty to the "attending physician
[and] other persons either treating or having knowledge of a reportable
.

·

·

93
1 2 1 . Rathbun, Congenital Syphilis (Review), l O SEXUALLY TRANSMITrED DISEASE S
( I 983); Rathbun, Congenital Syphilis: A Proposal for Improved Surveillance, Diagnosis, and Trea t
ment, l O SEXUALLY TRANSMITIED DISEASES 1 02 ( 1 98 3) .
1 22. "Prophylaxis for Ophthalmia Neonatorum" is the prevention of infection o f ch e
eyes of newborns.
.
1 23. coLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4-302 ( 1 982) (duties of department of health).
.
1 24. Smee mos t cases of ophthalmia neonatorum are caused by gonorrhea , chey will be
.
reporced co the health department.
is
o
wh
3
der
provi
1 25. Id. at. § 25-4· 04 (duties of local health officers). A health care
_
t� apply the approved prophylaxis to a child's eyes should report such
refuse� perm1ss1on
proh1b1uon to the child welfare authorities.
1 26. Th � se �iseases are listed in the statute itself: " ( I ) Syphilis, gonorrhea, chancroid,
granuloma mgumale, and lymphogranuloma venereum, referred to in this part 4 as 'vene
real diseases', are declared to be contagious, infectious, communicable, and dangerous to
the public health." Id. ac § 25-4-40 1 et seq. ( 1 98 2 and Supp. 1987) (venereal diseases).
1 27. Id. at § 25-4-402 ( 1 982).
1 28. Id.
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disease." 1 29 The CDH has also promulgated rules that require labora
tories to report the results of certain clinical tests for venereal diseases.
While the statute does not mandate that infected persons be named in
the reports, 1 30 the CDH requires that the infected person be identified
pursuant to the general regulations for reporting communicable dis
eases.

Since these are statutorily required reports, making the reports

will n o t subject a person to any liability. This common law notion is
elaborated i n the statute, which absolves physicians of any liability
"whatever" for reporting a venereal disease carrier. 1 3 1 The statute also
codifies the duty of a physician who diagnoses or treats a venereal dis
ease in a patient. The physician is "to instruct him in measures for
preventing spread of such disease, to inform him o f the necessity for
treatment until cured, and to hand him a copy of the circular of informa
tion regarding venereal disease from the department of health. " 1 3 2
The venereal disease control law contains one o f only two explicit
statutory authorizations for the treatment of minors . 1 33 This authoriza
tion is a m o del of clarity:
Any physician, upon consultation by a minor as a patient and
with the consent of such minor patient, may make a diagnostic
examination for venereal disease and may prescribe for and
treat such minor patient for venereal disease without the con
sent o f o r notification to the parent or guardian of such minor
patient o r to any other person having custody of such minor
patient. In any such case, the physician shall incur no civil or
criminal liability by reason of having made such diagnostic ex
amination or rendered such treatment, but such immunity shall
not apply to any negligent acts or omissions. 1 34
This section provides clear authority for the treatment of minors, while
not taking away the minor's right to non-negligent treatment. Unlike
statutory provisions for other diseases, the venereal disease control law
does not have an exemption from treatment for persons with religious
objections to medical treatment. 1 35 This would give the physician the
ability to treat minors who consent, even if their parents have religious
objections to medical treatmen t.

Given the danger that communicable

1 29. 6 Cow. Co DE REGS. § 1009- 1 ( 1 988) (Regu lation 2 ) ; Sl'f also Cow. REV. STAT.
§§ 25- 1 - 1 07 to 1 09 ( 1 982 and Supp. 1 98 7 ) (CDH general powers) .
1 30. "Nothing i n this part 4 shall be construed to require reporting o f th e name or
address of persons affiicted with venereal disease . . . ."' COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4-204 (3)
( 1982 ). Compare Id. at § 25-4-203 ( 1 98 2 ) (prohibits the reporting of test res uh o n a birth

certifica t e) .

1 3 1 . Id. at § 25-4-402(3). This absolution for physicians creates t h e interesting ques
tion : What about the other persons who have a duty to report communicable diseases?
Sinc e there would be a common law immun i t y for obeying a statute, perhaps subject to a
�ood faith requirement, can there be any significance to these persons being left out of the
•mmunity s e c tion '
1 32 .
1 33 .

Id. at § 25-4-408 (Supp. 1 987) .
Id. a t § 2 5-4-202(4) ( 1 982). T h e s econd statutory authority for the treatment of
minors is in t h e AIDS control law, as will be discussed later in this article.
1 34.

Id.

a t § 2 5-4-402(4 ).

Perhaps the legislature found infection with a venereal d isease t o be incompatible
with their notion of deeply held religious be liefs.

1 3 5.
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diseases pose to the public health, authorization for treating minors
should be part of all the disease control laws. 1 36
A person-who knows, or has reasonable ground s to know, that he
is infected with a venereal disease-commits a crime by willfully expos
ing or infecting another with the disease. It is also unlawful to know
ingly perform an act that exposes or infects another with a venereal
disease. 1 37 The public health authorities are given broad authority to
control the s p read of venereal disease s :

( 1 ) T o m a k e examinations of persons reasonably sus
pected 1 38 of being infected with venereal disease [without or
against their consent];
(2) to detain such persons examined for venereal disease until
the results of the examination are known;
(3) to require persons with a venereal disease to obtain treat
ment from a physician; and
(4 ) to isolate and quarantine persons infected with venereal
disease. 1 39
These provisions are consistent with the state's police power. Although
they have not been litigated, they have been upheld by imp lication in
Reynolds . 1 40 Violation of a health officer's order, or of the duty to report
venereal diseases, is a misdemeanor, punishable by a
days in jail, or both. 1 4 1
e.

$300 fine, ninety

Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis may be the once and future disease . 1 42 I t was once a
scourge i n this country, and it is again on the increase.

The surge of

new tuberculosis cases has many roots . One is the increase in the urban
homeless.

Another is introduction into the United States of a large

number of Southeast Asian refugees who were not properly screened
and treated for tuberculosis. The most legally challenging increase has
been among persons who are infected with the HIV viru s . For example.
New York has recently seen a substantial increase in its tuberculosis rate,
mainly attributable to HIV carriers . 1 43

Most troubling, for many of
these pers o n s , tuberculosis is their first HIV related illness. This is fur
ther evidence that even " asymptomatic'' infection with HIV carri es seri-

.

1 36. See, e.g. , TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 35.03(3) (Vernon's Supp. 1 987) .
1 37 . Cou � . R EV . STAT. § 25-4-40 1 (2) ( 1 982). Knowingly exposing others to a ven ere al

disease conslltutes reckless endangerment.
1 38. Reasonable suspicion would usually mean being named as the sexual contact of an
infected person.
1 39. Id. at § 25-� -404 ( 1 ) ( 1 982) . The isolation and quarantine pr ovi s i o ns are reserved
er l
for pe �sons who will not willingly submit to treatment when the treatmen t tak es sev a
days either to administer or to become effective.

140. 488 F.2d 1 3 78 ( 1 0th Cir. 1 973).
1 4 1 . C o w . R E v . STAT. § 25-4-407 ( 1 98 2 ) .
E
1 42 . See generally R. Dusos, T H E WmTE PLAGUE ( 1 952); ] . MYERS A N D J . STEE L, BoviN
oo
Fo
N.
Tt1BERCULos1s-CoNTROL IN MAN AND ANIMALS ( 1 969); H. RIEMANN AND F. BRYA
BoRNE I N FECTIONS AND INTOX ICATION ( 1 979) .
1 4 3 . See U . S . Department of Health, supra note 1 8.
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ous medical c onsequences. 1 44
Tuberculosis is an important disease to understand because its con
trol demands the full range o f public health restrictions acceptable
under the United States Constitution. While the peculiarities of HIV
transmission have shaped much c ontemporary thinking about disease
control laws, tuberculosis is a much better disease to use as a heuristic
for determining the proper extent of the state's police p ower to protect
its citizens from communicable diseases.
Tuberculosis is frightening because it is communicable through re
spiratory contact. A cough or sneeze can spread the tube1 ·culosis bacil
lus, although more prolonged contact, such as in the home or
workplace, is usually required. 145

Unlike HIV, where it is easy to as

sume that a person is not at risk unless he chooses to be, there need be
no element of personal choice in tuberculosis exposure. Tuberculosis is
disturbing to civil libertarians because a carrier will expose other indi
viduals by just being around them. A tuberculosis carrier may need to
be restri cted irrespective of his best efforts to not infect others.
The pathophysiology of tuberculosis is such that i t is able to hide in
the community. Persons who are exposed to tuberculosis frequently be
come infected, in that the tuberculosis bacillus lodges in their bodies
and lives there, usually without causing any symptoms.

Most of these

asymptomatic carriers are not infectious because their immune systems
prevent the bacillus from growing fast enough to be excreted. If this
infected person then is weakened, either through another illness or
other physiological stress such as starvation, the bacillus will multiply
and the individual will become b o th ill and infectious.
Children are especially susceptible to tuberculosis because they are
not as efficient as adults in keeping the bacillus suppressed. Children
often become infected, sick, and infectious in a short period of time.
Once a person becomes symptomatic with tuberculosis he may die un
less he is provided prolonged treatment with antituberculosis drugs. It
is a difficult disease to treat , and req uires treatment with somewhat toxic
drugs for several months. 1 46 In some cases, the bacillus becomes resis
tant to the drugs and thus becomes untreatable. Patients with infec
tious, drug resistent tuberculosis pose a particular problem because
some of the persons that they infect will also develo p drug resistent tu
berc ulosis.

Pan-drug resistent tuberculosis is frequently fatal in adulls

and children, despite all available treatments.
As expected, the disease control laws for tuberculosis are q uite
strict. They are also used on a regular basis. A common tuberculosis
enforcement action involves a dereli c t who does not want, or is not able,
to take his antituberculosis medication. The local health officer will have
the derelict picked up and medicated. This sometimes requires that the
144.
145.

1 46.

Id.

M . M I KEY . OccurATIONAL DISEASES: A GumE TO THEIR RECOGNITION 59 ( 1 97 7 ) .
B . KETCHER, L . YOUNG, A N D M . KooA-KlMBEL. APPLIED THERAPF.tmc:;: Tm:

C1.1N 1CAL UsF. or DRu cs

682 ( 1 983) .
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person be held for treatment until he is no longer infectious. The Colo
rado tuberculosis control law provides for the following:
( 1 ) That it i s "the duty of the department of health t o conduct an ac
tive program of hospitalization and treatment of persons suffering from
said disease; " 147
(2) "every attending physician in this state shall make a report in writ
ing, on a form furnished by the department of health, on every person
known by said physician to have tuberculosis within 24 hours after such
fact comes to the knowledge of said physician; "148
(3) all laboratories providing diagnostic services must also report a di
agnosis of tuberculosis within 24 hours; 1 4 9
(4) the CDH will perform tuberculosis tests for physicians without
charge ; 1 50
(5) the CDH will maintain a register of tuberculosis reports and inves
tigations, which are not to be opened for inspection except to the health
authorities and as necessary for tuberculosis control under the stat
ute; 151 and
(6) the CDH is authorized to provide treatment and hospitaliz ation to
indigent persons suffering from tuberculosis.152
The tuberculosis control act 1 5 3 also contains specific provisions for
the investigation of suspected tuberculosis cases, the examination of
persons suspected of having tuberculosis, and the isolation and quaran
tine of persons who threaten the public health.
Every chief medical health officer is directed to use every avail
able means to investigate immediately and ascertain the exist
ence of all reported or suspected cases of tuberculosis in the
infectious stages within his jurisdiction and to ascertain the
sources of such infections. In carrying out such investigations,
such chief medical officer is invested with full powers of inspec
tion, examination, and quarantine or isolation of all persons
known to be infected with tuberculosis in an infectious stage
and is directed to make or cause to be made such examinations
as are deemed necessary of persons who, on reasonable
grounds, are suspected of having tuberculosis in an infectious
stage and to isolate or isolate and quarantine such pers ons
whenever he deems it necessary for the protection of the public
health.1 54
The test for invoking these broad powers is that the health offic er mu st
14 7

·

ni
Id. at § 25-4-50 1 ( 1 982) (tuberculosis declared to be an infectious and co mmu

cable disease) .

er
148.
�t § 25-4-502(2) Th e chief officer of hospitals, dispensaries, asylu ms, or oth
. _
.
s1m1lar
pubhc or pnvate mstnuuons
also has a duty to report.

Id.

.

149. Id. at § 25-4-505 (laboratories to 1·epon).
150. Id. at § 25-4-503 ( 1 982) (examination of sputum).
e1 5 1 . Id. at § 25-4-504 ( 1 982) (statistical case register). This section sho uld als o pr

vent the subpoena of these records into cour t .
.
of
152
at § 25-4-5 1 1 ( 1 982) (duties of the state board of health and the depart ment
health).
·

Id.

1 53 . Id. at § 25-4-407 (Supp. 1 98 7 ) .
.
is
154. Id. at § 25-4-506 ( 1 982) (investigation and examination of suspeCled tubercul os

cases-isolation; qua rantine)

.
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have " reasonable grounds" to believe that an examination is neces
sary. 1 55 These powers are reviewable through a habeas corpus proceed
ing, b u t there is no right to a hearing to contest the order. A person
does have the right to be examined by his own physician. 156 If the per
son " depends exclusively on prayer for healing" he may not be forced to
accept treatment for tuberculosis. 1 57 He may, however, be quarantined
and restricted, for an indefinite time, so as not to pose a threat to the
public health. 1 58
The Colorado tuberculosis control act grants the CDH powers
which are broad, but within constitutional constraints. Many persons
argue that the state should rewrite the communicable disease laws, limit
ing the power of the CDH by requiring elaborate due process protec
tions before a person could be examined, treated, or quarantined.
While increased due process requirements would protect the right of
the carrier to be free from governmental interference in his personal
life, this would be at the price of unduly compromising the rights of the
carrier's fellow citizens to be protected from easily communicated
deadly diseases . If, for example, the due process provisions of the Colo
rado A I D S control law were applied to tuberculosis, a person with drug
resistant tuberculosis could roam the community for weeks before CDH
could restrict his actions. Duri n g this period of time, the carrier might
infect numerous other persons, perhaps including many children if the
infected individual were to volun teer at a day care center. Many of these
newly infected persons would die. Given the resurgence of tuberculosis,
and the continuing threat posed by other communicable diseases, it is
critical not to abandon the necessary legal tools for controlling danger
ous communicable diseases.
V.

THE COLORADO AIDS CONTROL LAw

Co lorado has been a pioneer i n the control of HIV infection. This
position is best expressed in the principles expressed by the CDH and
Denver Health and Hospitals:
Public Health must not apply a lesser standard of control to
AIDS than to syphilis and other STDs, since AIDS was spread
ing far more rapidly, was far more deadly, and could not be
averted through prevention . . . . AIDS case reports are inade
quate to monitor the course of the HIV epidemic. AIDS cases
occurred on average more than five years after infection and
were outnumbered by undetected HIV infections by 30-50 to
one. More accurate knowledge of HIV antibody prevalence
with a means to correct for multiple positive results from a sin1 5 5.
1 56.

Id . at § 25-4 -506( 2) .
Id.

1 5 7.
1 58.

Id. at ( 3 ).
Id. H e may request to be confined in his own house. i f he can establish t hat such

rnnlinemcnt will not pose a threat to the public health. Given the usual lo n g course of

unircated infectious tuberculos is, this confinement could be for years until the patient

dil'cl or recov<:rcd. The pat ien t would also have to assure the health officer that he would

ha\'t' only l i m i ted <"ontact with other persons during this confinement. Id.
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gle person would assist in better understanding of the epi
demic.
Approximately ten to 20% of individuals who
voluntarily are tested for HIV d o not return for their test re
sults and, therefore, do not receive the all-important counsel
ing. Much benefit could come from locating such individuals
and providing counseling in the field.
Persons at risk of HIV infection have an ethical responsi
bility to be tested and, if positive, to notify all unsuspecting
partners in unsafe sex or needle s haring activities. When an
infected individual is unwilling o r u nable to notify partners of
exposure, the health care provider and/or public health au
thorities are obligated to assume this responsibility through
traditional or innovative methods o f partner notification. To
achieve the full public health benefit of these principles, confi
dential reporting by name and locating information of all per
sons testing positive for HIV antibody is indicated.159
Unfortunately, HIV control is an area where being a pioneer simply
means treating HIV as if it were a communicable disease rather than a
political issue. When the HIV antibody test became available in 1 985,
the CDH added H IV infection to its list of reportable diseases. When a
physician made a diagnosis of HIV infection, or a laboratory determined
that a person's blood contained antibodies to HIV, the test results and
the person's identity were reported t o the CDH. As with other commu
nicable diseases, the CDH required the reporting o f the "patient's
name, address (including city and county), age, sex, name and address
of responsible physician, and such other information as is needed to lo
cate the patient for follow-up. " 160
When a person was reported as carrying HIV, a health department
investigator would be sent to talk to the person. The investigator would
assure that the person had been properly counseled as to the implica
tions of HIV infection and how to avoid spreading the disease to others.
The investigator also obtained an epidemiologic history to try to deter
mine how the person became infected and whom he might have un·
knowingly infected.

Since H I V is transmitted only through exposure to blood 1 61 and
through sexual activity, the person would be asked to volun tarily pro·
vide information about interveneous drug use, exposure to blood
through transfusions or workplace accidents, and sexual activity and
partners. I f the person volunteered the names of sexual o r needle shar·
ing partners, the investigator would contact these partners , without di
vulging the identity of the informant. These contacts would be
t·
�ounseled as to their exposure to H I V, the availability of volun tary tes
em·
mg, and the necessary precautions to avoid further exposure to th
1 59. Judson and Vernon, The Impact ofAIDS and HIV on State and Local Health Depa rtment.
78 AM. J. Pus. HEALTH 387 ( 1 988).
1 60. 6 COLO. CODE RECS. § 1009-1 ( 1 988) (re ulation I ) .
g
1 6 1 . U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Gui<klinesfor Effective School Health
Education to Prevmt the Spread of Aids, 37 MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY R E PORT 5 ( 2d
Supp. Jan. 29 1 988).
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selves and others. This proces s of tracing contacts is done in precisely
the same manner for persons exposed to syphilis and several other com
municable diseases.
The CDH's policy of providing basic public health s ervices to per
sons exposed to HIV drew the ire of homosexual and civil rights activist
groups from around the United States. 162

Tragically, many public

health officials joined in this condemnation. Forced b y political expedi
ency to abnegate their duty to apply public health measures to HIV,
health officials attacked Colorado's implicit questioning of their han
dling of the spread of HIV in their communities. Confronted by these
pressures, the CDH sought legislative sanction for its attempts to con
trol HIV.
The CDH proposed bill had three objectives: ( l ) to gain legislative
approval for the application of traditional disease control strategies to
HIV infections; (2) to clarify the protection of public health records
from discovery in legal proceedings; and (3) to quiet the hysteria over
the potential use of restrictive m easures against persons who posed a
danger to the public health. 1 63 The hysteria over quarantine and isola
tion arose from both the political right and from homosexual advocacy
groups. The political right has sought to impose inappropriate restric
tive measures. 1 64 Homosexual advocacy groups champion a schizo
phrenic agenda: Do not identify o r contact persons potentially infected
with HIV, b u t stop ignoring the problem of HIV in the homosexual
community.

The national office of the American Civil Liberties Union

("ACLU") opposes both confidential disease control reporting and the
restriction of disease carriers whose actions pose a threat to the pubic
health. Only the homosexual groups and the ACLU chose to lobby the
Colorado legislature on the AIDS control bill. Had the opposition views
of the political right been forcefully presented, a more balanced AIDS
control bill might have resulted.
The position of the homosexual lobby was that the legislature
should take away the power of the CDH to require the reporting of HIV,
to trace the contacts of HIV carriers, to restrict persons with HIV who
pose a threat to the public health, and, in general, revoke the public
1 62. The irony is the difficulty of determining whether the right to conceal a communi·
cable disease supercedes the right to not be exposed to a communicable disease. The
traditional liberal/conservative labels certainly do not work. Why is it liberal to limic che
freedom of s m okers and conservative co limit the freedom of disease carriers?
1 63 . H . B . 1 1 7 7 ( March 19, 1 987) (original draft proposed by CDH); see also A Qµaranti�
o/AIDS Carriers Should be Optio11 in Rare Cases, Rocky Mouncain News, Nov. 25, 1 986, at 86,
col.

1.

1 64 . The concern of the political right, particularly the Lyndon LaRouche faction, is
chac public health officials are not taking proper steps co procecc the public from HIV
carri ers. While some of che political righc's demands (reporting of H I V scatus, contact
tracings, ecc.) are merely echoing good public healch policy, ochers (prevencing HIV carri
ers from working in food handling establishments or schools) are concrary to whac is
kno wn about the transmission of HIV. I n terestingly, che ancicipaced pressure to adopt
Draconian res triccions in Colorado never macerialized. It appears chat this faction draws
most of its strength from California's refusing to adopt basic disease control measures for
HIV.
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health laws as they apply to HIV. The CDH bill was supported by the
Colorado Medical Society and the Colorado Bar Association. 1 65 The
bill was opposed by the ACLU and by homosexual advocacy groups
from all over the United States. The final bill represented the legisla
ture's compromise of these competing agendas. The authority of the
CDH to require the reporting and investigation of HIV was preserved.
In addition, the legislature gave HIV-related public health records abso
lute protection from discovery and disclosure. On the minus side, the
CDH was saddled with a nearly u n workable statutory scheme for re
stricting the actions of HIV carriers who pose a threat to the public
health . 1 66 On balance, the CDH i s better off for the passage of the bill.
A.

legislative Declaration

The bill as passed by the legislature is a strong endorsement of the
disease control activities of the CDH:
The general assembly hereby declares that infection with
human immunodeficiency virus, the virus which causes ac
quired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), referred to in this
part 1 4 as 'HIV', is an infectious and communicable disease
that endangers the population of this state. The general assem
bly further declares that reporting of HIV infection to public
health officials is essential to enable a better understanding of
the disease, the scope of exposure, the impact on the commu
nity, and the means of control . Those efforts to control the
disease should include public education, counseling, and vol
untary testing. Restrictive enforcement measures should be
used only when necessary to protect the public health. The
general assembly further declares that the purpose of part four
teen is to protect the public health and prevent the spread of
disease. 1 67
B.

Reporting Requirements

The core of The Colorado AIDS control law is the section s that cod
ify the reporting requirements for HIV. These sections amplify the reg
ulations that had been promulgated pursuant to the C D H 's gen era l
authority to control communicable diseases. Physicians in Colo rad o

must report AIDS or "HIV related illness" within twenty-four ho urs .
The physician must make this report irrespective of report s by oth er
persons. 1 68 The CDH, relying on the CDC definition of HIV rela ted
I ��·

The � ulhor represented 1he Colorado Bar Associalion in lhe legisla live hea rings;
.

1 66. As will be discussed later, while the CDH may still theoretically be able to resl�tc
persons. lhey do nol have the resources to comply with lhe Byzanline proced ural req uire:

men is . An unfonun� le side effect of lhe bill will be lo encourage lhe prosec ulio n of HI\'
.
earners under lhe criminal laws.
1 67. CoLO . RF.v. STAT. § 25-4- 140 1 (Supp. 1 987) (legislative declaralion ) . Give n lh.e
langua g:c o f lh1s declaralion, and the slaled intenl o f several legislalors, il is lhis author s
conclus1on lhal lhe majorily o f lhe legislalure did nol inlend lo make i l funclio nall y impos
sibl� lo restricl the aclions of HIV carriers w h o pose a threat lo lhe public hea hh.
1 6� . Id. al § 2 5-4 - 1 402 (Supp. 1 987) (reports o f HIV infeclion) .
.
1'. very auendmg
physician i n lhis slale shall make a reporl i n wriling lO the state
.
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illness, requires the reporting of a positive HIV antibody test as part of
"HIV related illness". 169 The legislature also provided that persons
other than physicians have a duty to report HIV infection. 1 70 The stat
ute requires any person treating a person suffering from, or dying of,
HIV related illness to file an HIV disease control report with the CDH.
Since the l a nguage refers to treat i n g a "case of HIV infection", it can be
inferred that treating the patient for conditions unrelated to the HIV
infection would not create a duty to report. Interestingly, this provision
creates a duty to report in behalf of psychologists and counselors, who
see a patient i n any of the named institutions and provide psychological
counseling about living with HIV.
This requirement-that persons other than physicians report HIV
related illness-is tempered by the stipulation that only one report i s
required for each infected person. 1 7 1 While the regulations are not
clear on this point, a person other than a physician or someone affiliated
with a laboratory might be able to argue that his duty to report would be
fulfilled if the patient had otherwise been reported to the CDH. Since
the CDH currently considers it reasonable for persons other than physi
cians to assume that the treating physician has reported the patient,
most n onphysicians do not report HIV. 1 72 If, however, the treating
physician has failed to report the infected individual, then the nonphysi
cian who is relying on the physician's report to discharge his duty could
be sued by any third party who is i njured through his failure to report.

I.

Contents of a Report

The statute requires physicians and non-laboratory medical care
providers to report the patient's " n a me, date of birth, sex, and address
of the individual reported on and the name and address of the physician
or other person making the report. " 1 73 The CDH also requires the re
p ortin g o f any additional information necessary to locate the patient. 1 74

Id.

or local depa rtment of health, in a form designated by the state department of
health, o n every individual known b y said physician to have a diagnosis of AIDS
or H I V related illness, including death from HIV infection, within twenty-four
hours after such fact comes to the knowledge of said physician.

169. 6 CoLO. CODE REG. § 1009- 1 ( 1 988) (regulation I ) . Classifications include Cen
ters for Disease Con trol ("CDC") Group I , I I with abnormal immune system tests, III or
IV for pers o n s grea1er than 1 3 years a n d CDC Classifica tion Group P- 1 Subclass B or
Group P-2 for persons less than 1 3 years . " Id.
1 70. CoLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4-1402(2) (Supp. 1987) states:
All other persons treating a case of H I V infection in hospitals, clinics, sanitar·
iums, penal institutions, and other private or public institutions shall make a re·
port to the state or local department of health, in a form designated by the state
depart ment of health, on every individual having a diagnosis of AIDS or HIV
related illness, including death from HIV infection, within twenty-four hours after
such fact comes to the knowledge of said person.
.
Id. This section of the Act was intended to deal with the problem that many phys1oans fat!
to repo rt communicable diseases. See Rothenberg, supra note 20.
1 7 1 . COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1402(3) (Su pp . 1 98 7).
1 72. 6 Cow. CODE REG. § 1009- 1 ( 1 988) (regulation 2) .
1 73. COLO. REV. Snr. § 25-4- 1402(4) (Supp. 1987) .
1 74. 6 Cow. CODE REGS. § 1009- 1 ( 1 988) (regulation I ) .
.

.
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The requirement of reporting the names of infected individuals was re
sisted by homosexual activists for fear that this list would fall into the
"wrong" hands and result in discrimination against persons with HIV
infection.
A small number of physicians attempt to circumvent the reporting
duty by placing false names on the reports. While the CDH has toler
ated this practice, as long as it was otherwise able to locate the patient,
there is no statutory support for the use of incorrect names on reports.
Although a physician may rely on the patient's self identification, the
physician must report the patient's true name if it is known to the physi
cian. The knowing use of an incorrect name would s u bject the physi
cian, or anyone else with a duty to report, to a fine. 1 75 More critically, it
would demonstrate intentional disregard for the statute if the physician
were sued in tort. This might be sufficient to support cause for punitive
damages.

2.

Laboratory Reporting

The law requires laboratories to report all positive HIV antibody or
virus tests. 1 76 A laboratory's duty to report is not discharged by a physi
cian's report or the report of any other person or entity. This provision
requires the reporting of positive ELISA tests even though the confirma
tory Western Blot test is negative. I 77 The reporting of intermediate test
results identifies patients who only receive the ELISA, giving the CDH
the opportunity to assure that they receive a proper confirmatory test.
The CDH does not initiate counseling and contact tracin g efforts with
out a confirmatory test such as the Western Blot. If the laboratory does
its own Western Blot tests within twenty-four hours, with allowances for
weekend and holidays, then the negative Western Blot result may be
bundled with the positive ELISA. 1 7 8
Laboratory reporting serves to track persons who are tested outside
of a medical care setting. It also gives the CDH some power to control
the testing of persons without their knowledge, or to control testing that
1 75. Cow. REv. STAT § 25-4- 1409( 1 ) (Supp. 1 98 7 ) .
1 76. Cow. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1 403 (Supp. 1 987) (reports o f H I V infectio n by

laboratories).
All clinical laboratories rendering diagnostic service shall report to the slate de
partment of �ealth ?r appropriate local department of health, within twen ty fou r
�
hours after �1agnos1s, lhe name, date of birth, sex, and address of a n y individual
_
whose specimen s ubmmed for examination tests positive for HIV antibody or
virus. Such report shall include the test results and the name and address of the
attending !J h_Ysicia_n and �ny other person or agency referring such positive specimen for chmcal d1agnos1s.
Id.
1 77
he ELISA (Enzyme Linked lmmunosonbant Assay) is a screening test with e�ery
.
_ _
high sens1t1vuy and a ow specificity. h tends to product false positive test resu lts. fhe
.
test is f�st and cheap. rhe Western Blot is a very specific test, but it is expensi ve and um e
consuming .
1 78. While the CDH does � ot investigat e cases with a positive ELISA and a negative
W.e�tern Blot. these ca ses a�e important because they provide information abo u t the rat�
_
of F.LISA false pos111ves. 1 hey also allow research into issues such as t h e what ca uses a
false positive ELISA result and its implication s for future seropositiv ity.
·

�

�
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While the CDH has the statutory

authority to regulate laboratories, 1 79 this power is not currently exer
cised. Consequently, the HIV laboratory reporting requirement is the
only proc edural safeguard to prevent improper HIV testing.

3.

Immunity for Reporting

"Good faith reporting or disclosure pursuant to this section or sec
tion

25-4- 1 403 shall not constitute libel or slander or a violation of the

right of privacy or privileged communication. " 1 80 This is the traditional
statement of immunity for compliance with statutory reporting duties .

The use of "good faith " in this context probably covers reports that are
negligently incorrect, but would not cover a report that i s intentionally
incorrec t . 1 8 1 This immunity only applies to inform a tion disclosed
through the statutory reporting process. If the physician accidentally
sends the CDH report to the patient's employer, there would be no im
munity for d amages flowing from this error.
In a d d ition to immunity for libel and slander claims arising from
reporting requirements, the s tatute also grants immunity for other ac
tions taken pursuant to the act. 1 82 These actions might i nclude partici
pating in the involuntary examination of a suspected HIV carrier,
participating in the determination that a person should be restricted, or
treating a minor without the parent's consent. Physicians are also given
immunity from third party lawsuits if they comply with the reporting re
quirements of the act and applicable disease control regulations. 1 83
The possibility of tort liability for failure to warn third parties about a
patient with HIV makes this a valuable protection. It also strengthens
the argument that failure to report is negligence per se. 1 84
C.

Protection of Public Health Records
1.

Dis tinction Between Public Health and Medical Records

A central issue in adoption of the AIDS law was the concern with
preserving the confidentiality of disease control reports a n d information
gathered during investigation o f HIV infections by health department
1 79. COLO. REV. STAT. § 25- l - 1 07(h) ( 1 982) {"To establish, maintain, and approve
che mical, bacteriological, and biological laboratories, and to conduct such laboratory in
vesti gation s and examinations as it may deem necessary or proper for the protection of the
public health.") . This is sometimes confused with the authority of the state chemist. The
state chemi s t i s charged with actually performing tests on food and drug samples collected
by the health depanment, but has no authority to regulate other laboratories. Id. at § 25-

1 -40 1 el seq.
1 80. Id. al § 25-4 - 1 403(5) (Supp. 1 987).
.
.
. .
1 8 1 . This poses the question of whether a report contammg a fake name 1s pnma faC1a
_
evidence
.

of bad faith .

1 82. CoLO. REv. STAT. § 25-4 - 1 406(6) {Supp. 1 987).
1 83 . Id. {"Any person who in good faith complies completely with this part 1 4 shall be

ii:rimune fro m civil and criminal liability for any action taken in compliance with the provi
sions of this part 1 4 .").

1 84. See supra notes 89-94 and accompanying text.
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personnel. An analysis of other state laws 1 85 purporting to p rotect pub
lic health records leads to the conclusion that these protections need to
be explicit and comprehensive. In general, state laws either d o not pro
vide for the protection of public health records, or the protection is fa
tally flawed. Most state laws fail to establish a clear distincti o n between
medical and public health records. Failing to make this distinction re
sults in statutes that allow public health records to be released to the
patient. Patients need, and are entitled, to have access to their medical
records. The experience in other states, however, is that allowing pa
tient access to public health records merely encourages others to coerce
patients into releasing otherwise unavailable public health records. The
CDH sought to differentiate medical and p ublic health records i n such a
way as to assure that the public health records do not conta i n any infor
mation about the named patient that i s not available to the p a tient in his
or her medical record. This distinction was based on the assumption
that public health information is information: ( 1 ) in the possession of a
governmental public health agency or its agent; (2) that has implications
for the health or safety of persons other than the subject of the informa
tion; (3) that has been obtained through activities pursuant to a public
health statute or regulation; and (4) that is duplicative o f any informa
tion that is n ecessary for the personal medical care of the individual
patient.
For example, i f a patient is bei n g treated for HIV related illness,
then the information held by the patient's physician and by the hospital
would be medical i nformation. The health department would have a
case report that contained the patient's name and information abou t his
condition, but this would be information obtained secondarily from the
patient and his medical care providers. The health department might
also have information about the patient's sexual partners that was ob
tained through interviews with the patient and others. Such informa
tion, pertainin g to the sexual history o f the patient, is public health
information which is not relevant to the patient's treatment. I f the in
vestigation uncovers exposure to other diseases, this information would
be made available to the patient to become part of his medical record.

2.

The Release of Medical Records

The AIDS law provides absolu te protection for public health
records. I n essence, these records "shall not be released , shared with
any ag�ncy or institution, or made public, upon subpoena, search war
rant, discovery proceedings, or otherw ise .
. " 1 86 Ho we ver, the law
.

.

185. See generally INTE RGOVERNMENTAL HEALTH POLICY PROJECT A SYNOPS IS OF STATE
AIDS RELATED LEGISLATION QANUARY TO jUNE, 1 987) ( 1 987).
186. Cow. REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1404 ( 1 ) (Supp. 1 987). The law also prevents the examination of public health personnel:
No offic �r or �m�l <?yee of the state or local department of health shall be ex
_
ammed m any JUd1c1al, �xec tive, legislative, or other proceeding as to the exist
':'
_
ence _or content of any md1v1�ual's
report retained by such department pursuant
to this part 1 4 or as to the existence of the contents of reports received pursuan t
_
to sect ions 25-4 - 1 40 2 and 25-4- 1403 or the results of investigatio
ns in sec tion 25•

.
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allows public health information t o be released in three situations:

[ l ] Release may be made of medical or epidemiologic infor
mation for statistical purposes in a manner such that no indi
vidual p erson can be identified. 1 8 7
[2] Release may be made o f medical or epidemiological infor
mation to the extent necessary to enforce the provisions of this
part 1 4 and related rules and regulations concerning the treat
men t, c o ntrol, and investigation of HIV infection b y public
health official s . 1 88

[3] Release may be made of medical or epidemiological infor
mation to medical personnel in a medical emergency to the ex
tent necessary to protect t h e health or life of t h e named
party. 1 s9

It is critical to note that these recommendations do not include the re
lease of information with the consent of the patient. The patient does
not have t h e right to consent to the release of HIV related public health
information held by the CDH. The CDH records only contain informa
tion that is either available to the p a tient in his medical records, or con
cerns persons o ther than the named patient and has been collected for
disease control or law enforcement purposes. While access to this pub
lic health information would not benefit the patient, i t could harm the
patient if made public.
The C olorado AIDS law recognizes that allowing information to be
released with the patient's informed consent does not prevent third par
ties from coercing the patient into giving consent.

A patient may be

forced to c o nsent to the release o f information as a condition of insur
ance, as a condition of employment, or as part of a judicial proceeding.
In one state which allows the release of public health information with
the patient ' s consent, 1 90 judges routinely require patients to consent to
the rele ase o f this information a n d the examination of health depart
ment emp l o y ees involved with the patient's treatment. 1 9 1

This section also specifically defines the records that are protected
public health records, which are the reports filed with the health department on

health department forms. 1 92 If medical records had been included within
this statutory umbrella, it would have been impossible for an infected
patient t o o btain medical care. 1 9 3 The existing Colorado s tatute on re4-1 405. This provision shall not apply to individuals who are under restrictive
action s pursuant to section 25-4- 1 406 or 2 5-4 - 1 407.
Id. at § 25-4 - 1 4 0 4 .
1 8 7. Id. at (I ) (a ) .
1 88 . Id. at ( l ) (b) .

1 89 . Id. at ( I ) (c) .
190. TEx. HEALTH AND SAFE'IY ConE ANN § 4 4 1 9b-1 (3.06(a ) & (b)) ( 1 9 8 7 ).
1 9 1 . Interview with Katharine C. Rathbun, former Director of Health of San Antonio
(March I , 1 988 ) .
192 . CoLo. REv. STAT. § 25-4 - 1 404 (use o f reports) ("The reports required to b e sub
mitt ed by sec-tions 25-4- 1 402 25-4- 1403, and 25-4-1 405 (8) and held by the state or local
depa rtm ent of health or a h alth care provider or facility, third-party payor, physician,
�linic , lab oratory, blood bank, or other agency shall be strictly confidential medical

�

informatio n . " ) .
1 9 3 . Records could not b e shared among the patient's medical care providers or used
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lease of medical records 1 94 provides an excellent protection for patient
privacy, while respecting the rights and needs of patients to control their
own medical records.

D.

Education
A major objective of the Colorado AIDS law is to endorse wide

spread educational efforts as a means to control HIV. 195 To this end,
the CDH is mandated to participate i n the following activities:
[ I ] Prepare and disseminate to health care providers circulars
of information and presentations d e scribing the epidemiology,
testing, diagnosis, treatment, m e dical, counseling, and other
aspects of HIV infection;
[2] Provide consultation to a g encies and organizations re
garding appropriate policies for testing, education, confidenti
ality, and infection control;
[3] Conduct health information p r ograms to inform the gen
eral public of the medical and psychosocial aspects of HIV in
fection, including updated information on how infection is
transmitted and can be prevented. The department shall pre
pare for free distribution amon g the residents of the state
printed information and instructions concerning the dangers
from HIV infection, its preventio n , and the nece s s ity for
testing.
[4] Prepare and update an educational program on HIV infec
tion in the workplace for use by e mployers;
[5] Develop and implement HIV education risk-reduction
programs for specific population s at higher risk for infection;
and
[6] Develop and update a medically correct AIDS prevention
curriculum for use at the discretion of secondary and middle
schools . 1 96
While the CDH is mandated to participate in these activities, the legisla
ture stopped short of requiring that c h ildren be educated about HIV
control.

School districts are encourage d , but not require d , to provide

CDH approved education about HIV controI. 1 97
for billing. More critically, the patient would not have access to his own records or the
right to release those records to others.
194. Cow. REv. STAT. § 18-4-4 1 2 ( 1 986) (theft of medical medical records or medical
information-penalty).
195. See U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Understanding AIDS: An infor
ma/1011 Brochure Being Mailed lo All U.S. Households, 37 MORBIDITY MORTALITY W EEKLY RE
PORT 261 (May 6, 1 988).

d
196. Cow. REv. STAT. § 25-4-1 405(3)(a)-(f) (Supp. 1987) (disease control by state an
local health departments) .
.
t,
. 197 Id. at (4) . School districts are urged to provide every secondary schoo l studen
with parental consent, education on HIV infection and AIDS and its preventio n . S ince the
te�n pre�nancy ra �es ha � e clearly established that c hildren are sexually active, th e quest�on
arises: \'.. 111 we � a1t unul HIV 1s rampant among teenagers before deciding that educa uon
on HIV prevention should be mandated i n the schools?
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Notification of Persons Exposed to HIV
The AIDS control law mandates that a physician inform his patients

of a positive H I V test. 198 This provision requires that patients be told
how the virus spreads and how to s top the spread. This statutory re
quirement would be evidence of t h e proper standard o f care if a physi
cian is sued for not counseling a patient who subsequen tly infects a third
party.

In t h e case of HIV and o ther communicable diseases, the pa

tient's right to refuse informa tion must be subsumed to the patient's
duty to protect others from his infection. Many patients do not want
counseling o n HIV because they do not want their physicians to criticize
their sexual or drug habits. For patients who do not return for their test
results , the physician should document his efforts to contact and counsel
the patient . l 99
F.

Testing and Examining Minors
The A I DS control law allows the testing and examination of a minor

without t h e consent of the minor's parents or guardian:
Any local health department, s ta t e institution or facility, medi
cal practitioner, or public or private hospital or clinic may ex
amine and provide treatment for HIV infection for any minor if
such p hysician or facility is q ualified to provide such examina
tion and treatment. The consent of the parent or guardian of
such minor shall not be a prerequisite to such examination and
treatment. 2 00
If the minor is sixteen or older, o r emancipated, the physician may not

talk to the minor's parent or guardian without the minor's permission.
The physician or other health care provider is required to counsel the
minor on the importance of bringing a parent or guardian into the mi
nor's confidence about the consu l tation, examination, or treatment. If
the minor is less than sixteen and not emancipated, then the physician

may inform the parents or guardian, but the physician is not required to

do so. This section does not supersede the Child Protection Act. 20 1 If a

physician believes that child abuse or neglect is at issue, then this must
be reported.2 0 2

G.

Involuntary Testing
Involuntary testing is potentially the most divisive issue in the pub-

1 98. Id. at ( 5 ) : "It is the duty of every p hysician who, during t � e course of �n exa mina
.
_
.
llon,
di scovers t h e existence of HIV infection or who treats a pauent for HIV mfect1on to
info rm the patient of the interpretation of laboratory results and measures for preventing
the infection of othe rs."
1 99. Conversely, the physician should give the patie nt his HIV test res ults in person.
.
.
.
The profound psychological impact of any lab test that rmphes
a dread disease must be
considered when a patient is being informed.
200. CoLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4 - 1 405 (Supp. 1987).
20 1 . Child Protection Act of 1975, CoLO. REV. STAT. § 1 9- 1 0- 1 0 1 et seq. ( 1 986).
202. See Bross, Child Welfare Laws, this issue. The reference to reports under section
1 405 (8) is an error. The originally referenced section did not survive into th e final law.

162
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lie health management of HIV infection.20 3 Persons at risk of HIV in
fection do not want to be identified as HIV carriers. For some persons,
the fear of knowing (versus worrying) that they have HIV, combined
with apprehension over possible discrimination, outweighs the personal
and societal benefits of knowing that they are infected. Many physicians
have been beguiled by these same arguments, denying H IV carriers
proper medical care because of political concerns.
The AIDS control law establishes the requirement that persons not
be tested without their consent.204 This s tatutory requirement that spe
cific consent be obtained for HIV testing should not be misunderstood
as creating a presumption against testing. A physician who is consider
ing not testing a patient for HIV infection should be aware that there is
great inherent liability in not orderin g a medically indicated test.
Physicians must offer the HIV test to their patients and they must
fully inform patients of the consequences of refusing the test.205 I f a
patient refuses an HIV test, the physician must be prepared to defend
the patient's " informed refusal."20 6 One scenario might b e a woman
planning to become pregnant. Assume that the woman refuses the HIV
test, or the physician fails to offer her the test. The woman becomes
pregnant, delivers a baby with H IV who progresses to A I D S , and devel
ops AIDS herself. At this point, the woman sues the physicia n .207 To
successfully defend this action, the physician would need to docu men t

that the patient was told: ( 1 ) that in the physician's judgment she sho uld
be tested for HIV; (2) the medical risks of the test;208 (3) other risks of
203. Public health efforts to control the AIDS epidemic often are caught in a cross
fire �r fears epitomized by two small, vocal gm ups of individuals within our com
.
.
mumues. On the one side are heterosexual parents of school children who have
unsupported fears of HIV contagion in the schools, while on the other side are
gay men (usuall y educated and white) who have unsupported fears that AIDS
control efforts will become a weapon for discrimination . Neither side seems able
t? ove�come its fears except through an impossible guarantee that the perc�iv �d
ns �s will �e reduce� to zero. Parents may fail to place in perspective a reality m
which vehicular accidents, voluntary and involuntary exposure to tobacco smoke,
and alcohol present greater risks to their children than does infection with the
AIDS virus throu gh c!lsual contact. In like manner, gay men may fail to plac� in
.
.
perspective an h1stoncal reality in which the threats to their own rights to hfe,
hberty, and pur�uit of happiness are greater from contracting the AIDS virus,
and �rom o�her hfe-style related risks, than they are from public health AIDS pre·
venuon actions. Par�doxically, education is touted by some gay community lead·
ers as a cure for sonetal fears of AIDS, but n o t as a cure for their own fears of
.
responsible and confidential HIV testing.
Judson and Vernon, supra note 1 38, at 392.
204. CoLO. REV. STAT. § 25-�- 1 405(8)(a) (Supp. 1 987) . No physician, health wo rker, or
.
any ?t �er per� on and no hospttal, chmc, sanitarium, laboratory, or any other pnva te
pubhc 1�slltut1on sh�ll test, or shall cause by any means to have tested, any specimen °
any patient �or � IV mfe�tion without the knowledge and consent of the pati ent. Id.
205. An ironic trend m HIV testing is for physicians, and even public health pe rsona l,
.
to mform the patient of the political risks of being tested, without informin g them of the
.
.
medical nsks of not being tested.
206. For a discussion of a physician's duty to persuade a patient to have a PA P smear.
see Truman v. Thomas, 27 Cal. 3rd 285, 1 65 Cal. Rptr. 308, 6 1 1 P.2d 902 ( 1 9 80).
207. The most apt analogy would be the cases that assigned liability for failing to test a
pregnant woman for measles .
208. The medical risk� are twofold: ( 1 ) the risks associated with drawin g blood; and
.
(2) the nsk of a false posll!ve or false negative test.

0�
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·the treatment;209 and (4) the medical risks of not being tested.2 1 0
The AIDS control law requires the patient's "knowledge and con
sent, " 2 1 1 rather than the patient's written consent. While written con
sent is usually desirable, there are situations where it is contrary to the
patient's interests to engage in a formal consent ritual. Knowledge and
consent is subtly different from informed consent. The patient must be
told that he is to be tested, and must consent to the test, but the statute
does not require an informed consent in the broad sense. 2 1 2
There are four situations where the patient may b e tested without,
or against, his consent:
(I) Where the health of a health care provider or a custodial
employee of the department o f corrections or the department
of institutions is immediately threatened by exposure to HIV in
blood or other bodily fluids ;
(II) When a patient's medical condition is such that knowl
edge and consent cannot be obtained;
(Ill) When the testing is done as part of seroprevalence
surveys if all personal identifiers are removed from the speci
mens prior to the laboratory testing;
(IV) When the patient to b e tested is sentenced to and in the
custody of the department of corrections or is committed to the
Colorado state hospital and confined to the forensic ward or
the minimum or maximum security ward of such hospital.2 1 3
Exception one is narrowly drawn. "Threatened by" exposure to HIV is
different from "threatened with" exposure to HIV. This section is not
meant to authorize testing for vague, future risks, such as a future nee
dle stick inj ury. "Immediately threatened" means more than being spit
upon, but probably would include any situation where a person's skin or
mucus membranes come in direct contact with a patient's blood or other
virus rich bodily fluids. It is debatable whether merely performing sur
gery on a patient would trigger this exception. While exposure to blood
is a hazard in all surgery, only in certain procedures is this risk high
enou gh to prospectively invoke exception one.2 1 4
Exception two is also closely drawn. This could either be acute con
fusion or unconsciousness, or a person who is medically or legally in
competent. I t is implicit that knowledge of the patient's HIV status be
relevant to the management of the patient's medical condition. This ex
ception, however, cannot be used to test every unconscious patient.
Exception three recognizes the magnitude of the threat that HIV
209. No court has required a person to be informed of the political risks of a medical
lest or pro ced ure .
2 1 0. In this albeit sympathetic case, the jury would view the transaction retrospect�vely.
In hinds ight, the assumption is that a person would not refuse a medically necessary (mex
pensive and medically safe) test unless her physician failed to properly inform her of the
_
nsks of refus ing the test.
2 1 1 . CoLO . REV. STAT. § 25-4- 1405(8) (a) (Supp. 1987).
2 1 2. Id.
2 1 3. Id .
2 1 4. Any surgical accident (needle slick, cul glove, etc.) that exposes a health care
worker to the patient's blood would be grounds for testing the patient without his consent.
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infection poses to the people of Colorado. Caring for persons infected
with HIV will be an enormous expenditure for the state, an expenditure
so large as to be crippling if it is not properly anticipated. Unfortu
nately, it will be impossible to persuade the citizens of C olorado to ac
cept the necessary taxes to pay for this care without an accurate measure
of the prevalence of HIV infection in the population. It is also difficult
to target limited state disease control resources without knowing how
the disease spreads in different segments of the population. This excep
tion gives the CDH authority to carry out proper randomized screening
to determine the prevalence of HIV. 2 1 5
Exception four allows the testing of prisoners and certain involunta
rily confined mental patients.2 16 This exception is consistent with the
limited civil rights of these segments of the population.
If a person is tested under exceptions one, two, or four, he must be
notified that he was tested and told the results.21 7 The assumption is
that there cannot be notification of test results for persons tested under
exception three (anonymous screening) because the CDH will not know
how to contact them.
H.

Restricting HIV Carriers

The Colorado legislative debates on restrictive measures in public
health highlighted a general ignorance of disease control law and prac
tice. The initial premise was that the existing disease control law pro vi
sions for quarantine were too vague to withstand constitutional scrutiny.
The central complaint, and one remedied by the legislature, was that
these laws did not contain sufficient due process provisions to pro te ct
the rights of HIV carriers. While a state legislature has the power to
limit its own authority to protect the public health of its citizens, there is
no constitutional mandate that it do so. The old public health cod e did
not contain specific due process guarantees, but the necess ary judicial
review was available through habeas corpus proceedings .
Public health law analysis suffers from analogies to criminal law and
mental health law. Criminal law is intended to punish and deter inten·
2 1 5. This authority would include the involuntary testing o f individu als selec1ed
e
through the randomization process. Id. at (Ill). While this is politically unfea sible , it is th
only way of actually determining the prevalence o f HIV.
.
being
. 2 1 6. Id: at (IV). While this statute requires that a person be sentenced before
v.
Bell
mvoluntanl y tested for HIV, this is not a constitutionally mandated limitation. In
Wo0sh, 44 1 U.S. 520, 540 ( 1 979), the Suprem e Court ruled that pretrial detainees may be
subjected to the same regulatory actions as convicted inmales: "We need not here attemp t
.
lo deal with the prec! se extent of the legitimate governmental interests that may ju su fy
.
pre�nal detention. It is enough simply to recognize that in addition to ensuring t�e detain
_
ees presence at tnal,
the effecuve management o f the detention facility once the mdividua
is confined is a valid objective that may justify imposition of conditions and restric tion� of
.
pretrial detenuon and dispel any inference that such restrictions are intended as punish·
ment." Id .
ection (S)
. 2 1 7 . I�. at (b) . "Any patient tested for HIV infection pursuant to this subs
nfi
without his knowledge and consent shall be given notice promptly, personally, and c?
ne
tai
ob
be
denually that a test sample was taken and that the results of such test may
upon his request."

j

d
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tional actions. One may be a hero for killing in self defense, and a mur
derer if the facts are only slightly different. The key is intent.
Conversely, if a person has drug resistant tuberculosis, he is a menace to
the health of the community. He must be restricted, irrespective of his
intent to spread the disease . It may seem unjust to restrict a person's
actions for a condition that i s not his "fault", but it is no more just to
allow a disease carrier to infect others. Having a disease is not an inten
tional act, but neither is a public health restriction a punishment.2 1 8
O n t h e surface, the more attractive analogy i s t o the mental health
commitment laws. It is easy to compare mentally ill people with physi
cally ill people. However, the analogy fails because most mentally ill
people are only a danger to themselves. The state's power to protect a
person from himself has been limited by United S tates Supreme Court
decisions. Even mentally ill persons who pose a threat to others seldom
pose a highly probable, quantitative threat. There is almost always a
substantial question as to likelihood of the person being a danger to
others. While these uncertainties have led the courts to require elabo
rate due process protections before a mentally ill person may be con
fined in an institution, even these protections are tempered by use of a
lessor standard of proof than is necessary in a criminal case.219 In con
trast, it is possible to determine the probability that a person carrying a
communicable disease will be a threat to the community. By reference
to the natural history of the communicable disease, its infectivity and
severity, and to the special physiological and occupational characteris
tics of the patient, relatively refined predictions can be made about the
threat the person poses to the community.
In applying this risk calculus to HIV infection, the severity of the
disease is tempered by the difficulty of transmission. AIDS is relent
lessly fatal and the mortality of HIV infection appears to increase with
the duration of the disease. Even asymptomatic HIV carriers have com
promised immune systems that leave them susceptible to other commu
nicable diseases, such as tuberculosis.
In contrast, an HIV carrier only poses a threat to his sexual and
needle partners, and persons performing invasive medical proce2 1 8.
2 1 9.

2095 ( 1 987) .
4 1 8, 424 ( 1 979). This

Uniled Stales v. Salerno. 1 07 S. Cl.
Addinglon v. Texas,

44 1

U.S.

case concerned the proper

slandard for establishing dangerousness for the purpose of civilly committing a mentally
ill individual. While accepting Lhal a " preponderance of the evidence" standard compro
mised lhe individual's right to be l e ft alone, and the "beyond a reasonable doubt" stan
dard compromised society's right to restrict a dangerous person. the courl admitted that
the intermediate standard of "clear and convincing" evidence was not verv rigorous :
"Candor suggests that, t o a degree, efforts to analyze what lay jurors understand
concerning the differences among these three tests or the nuances of a judge's
instructions on the Jaw may well be an academic; there are no direct!\· relevant
empirical st udies. Indeed, Lhe ullimate truth as to how t h e s tandards of proof
affect decisionmaking may well be unknowable, given that factfinding is a process
shared by countless thousands of individuals through out the countrv. We proba
b l y can assume no more Lhan Lhat the difference between a preponderance of the
evidence and proof beyond a reasonable doub1 probabl\' is better underslood
than cilher of them in relation to lhe intermediate standard of dear and COll\'inr
i n g evidence."
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dures.220 Society is reluctant to restrict a person's right to catch a dis
ease.22 1 The pressure has been to i d e ntify carriers and stress their duty
to warn their p artners, combined with exhortations

that everyone

should practice safe sex.
While health departments routinely use various restrictive meas
ures, such measures are used against persons carrying diseases that are
more easily transmissible than HIV, diseases that may b e caught through

less value loaded behavior.222 The effect of the intense anti-restriction
lobbying b y homosexual rights groups has been to reinforce the societal
prejudge that homosexuals should n o t be protected from H IV. The re
sult is that health departments have o nly considered restricting HIV in
fected prostitutes and obvious psychopaths. 22 3
IV.

RESTRICTIVE MEASURES FOR HIV CONTROL

The Colorado AIDS control law, while generally salutary, has badly
damaged the CDH's authority to restrict persons with H IV, ins titutional
izing disrespect for the authority o f the CDH to protect the pub lic

health. The misunderstanding of public health law and practice by many
legislators that lead to this attack o n the CDH was fueled by intense
lobbying by homosexual groups o p posed to HIV related res triction s,
and by civil rights groups opposed to all communicable disease related
restrictions.

The result was a final bill that rejects traditional disease

control standards in favor of the " o n e bite rule", so beloved o f dog case
litigators. The law requires that a person be allowed to repeatedly ex
pose others to HIV as part of the d u e process requireme n ts . More ab220. U.S. DEPARTMENT o r HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, 1 988 Agent Summary Stateme'.11
For Human lmmunodeficimcy l'ints and Report on Labora/01)•-Acquired Human lmmu nodejirie nry h
nis, 39 MORBIDITY MO RTALITY WEEKLY REPORTS (4th Supp. April 1
, 1 98 8 ) .
22 1 . Cigarette smoking i s a good example. Restrictions o n the right t o smoke have
been justified as protections for third parties, either non-smokers, or employers, rather
than as protections for the smokers themselves. The exception would be employers, such

as fire departments, who ban smoking because i t is impossible to diffe rentiate cig�recte
e
related disability from workplace smoke related disability. These restrictio ns benefit th
worker, but are enacted to reduce worker's compensation claims.
222 . Society regards having sex as an avoidable, morallv questionable act and thu s de·
·
e
serving little protection. Eating a hamburger is entitled to greater protec tion becaus
there are many innocent hamburger eaters.
223 . R . SHILTS, supra note 23, at 200.
Gaetan Dugas's eyes flashed, bu t without their usual charm, when Selma Orit z
bluntl� told him he must stop going to the bathhouses. The hotlin e at the
Ka l?os1 . s Sarcoma Foundation was receiv i n g repeated calls from peop le com
.
plammg of a man with a French accent w h o was having sex with people at vari ous
sex parlors and t en calmly telling them he had gay cancer. It was one of the
_
most �epuls1ve thmgs Dntz had heard in her nearly forty years in public heal th.
h s none of your goddamn busine s s , ' said Gaelan. Its's my right to do what I
want to do with m v own bodv.'
h's not your �i �ht to go' out and give other people disease, ' Oritz rephed.
keeping °7 r professional ca lm. Then you're making decisions for their bod ies ,
not vours.
'it ' s their duty to protect themselves,' said the airline steward. They know
what's going on there. They've heard about this disease .
'
l ritz tri � d to reason further but g o t nowhere
.
I ve got u , Gaetan said angrily. Th ey can get it too.'
_

�

?

Id.

.
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surdly, the public health officials are required to counsel persons who
pose a threat to the public health that they may ignore the CDH's orders
to restrict their behavior.

A.

Non-Emergency Restrictions
The AIDS control law p rovides for both emergency224 and non

emergency r es trictions.225 It was anticipated that these sections would
be directed a t persons who are infected with HIV and continue to en
danger the public health, either through donation of blood, unprotected
sexual intercourse, or the shari n g of syringes. The language of this sec
tion stresses the legislature's concern that the CDH would mount a pro

gram against HIV carriers : 22 6

Orders directed to individuals with HIV infection or restrictive
measures o n individuals with HIV infection, as described in this
p ar t 14, shall be used as the last r esort when other measures to
p r otect the public health have failed, including all reasonable
efforts, which shall be documented, to obtain the voluntary co
operation of the individual who may be subject to such an or
der . The orders and measures shall be applied serially with the

least intrusive measures used first. The burden of proof shall
be o n the state or local health department to show that speci
fied grounds exist for the issuance of the orders or restrictive
measures and that the terms and conditions imposed are no
more restrictive than necessary to protect the public health.227

The threshold for considering r e s tr ictive measures is when the public
health officer " knows or has reason to believe, because of medical or
epidemiological information, that a person has HIV infection and is a
8
danger to the public health . . . . " 22 This establishes the basic standard
for identifying a person who might be a candidate for restrictive
meas ures.
The term "knows" would imply that the person has a positive HIV
ant ibody test or has met other CDC criteria for diagnosis. The phrase
"has reason t o believe " allows the health director to draw reasonable
inferences

from medical and epidemiologic data.

These inferences

might include the reasonable belief that an intervenous drug user or the
sexual contacts of an HIV carrier are infected.
Once the health officer has i dentified a person who is a candidate
for rest rictive measures, he may order the person to: ( I ) b e examined
and teste d for H IV infection;229 (2) to report to a qualified physician or
hea lth worker for counseling on the disease and how to avoid infecting
:w and (3)
cease and desist from specified conduct which endano thers ; 2
COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-4 - 1 407 (Supp. 1 987).
Id. al § 25-4- 1 406.
226. The CDH, which had full reslrictive powers prior LO lhis act, had nol considered
or im plem ented
any syslematic reslrictions againsl HIV carriers.
2 2 7 . CoLO. REv: Sur. § 25-4- 1 406 ( 1 ) (Supp. 1987).
228. Id. al § 25-4- 1406(2)
.
229. Id. al (a).
224 .
225.

230.

Id. a t (b).
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These " o rders" are legally meaningless

admonitions. 2 3 2 They are not enforceable. Their purpose is to allow
the recalcitrant carrier to demonstrate his bad faith through violation.
Once the orders have been violated, t h e health officer may invoke the
next phase of the process.
Once a person has demonstrated his bad faith by violating a health
department order, the local health director, with the approval of the
CDH, may issue a restrictive order.233 The order must b e i n writing,
setting out the person to be restricted, the nature of the restrictions, the
duration of the order (not to exceed three months), and any special con
siderations related to the protection of the public health.234 When the
order has been reduced to writing, the Alice in Wonderland section of
the AID S control law comes into play.235 The health director must not
only notify the person of the detail s o f the restrictive order, but must
then counsel the person that he or she has legislative permission to re
fuse to comply with the order and c o ntinue to expose o t hers to HIV.
After notifying the person that he o r s h e is under a restrictive order, the
health director must wait until the order is violated before seeking judi
cial enforcement of the order.
After there is evidence that a p erson is refusing to comply with the
order, perhaps by exposing others to the virus, the health director may
petition the court to proceed with e n forcement. The court must set a
hearing within ten days.2 36 At the h e a ring, the court may issu e orders
implementing, modifying, or dismissing the order. If the health director
does not petition the court for enforcement of the order within thirty
days, the person may ask the court to dismiss the order.237 I f dismissed,
the order must be expunged from the records of the state or local de
partment of health.
The net result of section 25-4 - 1 406 is to hopelessly hobble the
health director's ability to protect t h e public health and safety. Accord
ingly, it is expected that restrictive measures will be applied through
either section 25-4 - 1 407 or through the criminal code.
B.

Emergency Restrictions

The AIDS control law provides an expedited procedure for rest ric 
.
tive measures when the provisions of section 25-4- 1 4 06 hav e be en ex
t
hausted or when threatened criminal b ehavior makes the delay s inh eren
23 1 . Id. al (c) .
232. For example, a person cannot be ordered to cease and desist dange rous acti vities
unless he ts first ordered lo receive counseling, receives the counselin g (or i gnores the
order for a reasonable period), con t inues lo engage in dan ge rous cond uct, and ag ain
comes to the allenuo n of the health departm ent.
233 . Id. at § 25-4- 1 406(3) (Supp. 1 98 7 ) .
234. Id.
235. Id. at § 25-4- 1 406 (4 )(a).
236 . Id. al § 25-4 - 1 406(5) ("Any hearing con d u c ted pursuant to this secti on sh all be
dosed and c o n fid en ual and anv transcripts or records relating thereto shall also be
confidential " ) .
237. Id. at (4)(b).
,

·
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in 25-4 - 1406 u nacceptable.23 8 I nterestingly, with the exception of the
reference to threatened criminal conduct, this section i s a good state
ment of a constitutionally acceptable procedure for routine public
health enforcement. While threatened criminal behavior s eems a high
standard for invoking emergency provisions, it is an easy standard to
make in Colorado. The Colorado criminal code establishes the offense
of reckless endangerment: " [a] person who recklessly engages in con
duct which creates a substantial risk of serious bodily injury to another
person commits reckless endangerment, which is a class 3 misde
meanor. "239 Since this is not a specific intent crime, any high risk be
havior b y an HIV carrier would be a class three misdemeanor. This is
also the gateway into the use o f the criminal law for the control of con
duct that is a threat to the public health and safety.
Section 2 5-4- 1407 states the general authority of the court to issue
appropriate injunctive orders, including confin ement, to protect the
public health and safety.240 There is an example of an order to confine
for seventy-two hours for testing and counseling, but it is also clear that
this is not the limit of the court's a uthority to restrict HIV carriers. The
carrier must b e notified of the court's order and told that he may choose
to disregard it. In this case, however, the refusal would put the carrier in
contempt of court. The carrier is entitled to a hearing before being sub
jected to invasive medical procedures, but is not entitled to be let out of
custody pending the hearing. The carrier has a right to have a hearing
to review any court orders .24 1
The restrictive orders must be based on "clear and convincing" evi
dence. It is not clear what this means in a public health context, but it
should include reasonable inferences from medical and epidemiological
information . It does not mean that the CDH has to prove that its con
trol strategies are fool-proof, that the person sought to be restricted is
"guilty" o f the threatened criminal behavior that underlies the request
for emergency restrictions, or that the restriction that is sought cannot
be evaded. It should be enough for the CDH to demonstrate that the
proposed restriction is related to controlling HIV, and that there is
"clear and convincing" evidence the person sought to be restricted may
engage in the behavior that the CDH seeks to restrict.242 If there is
238. Id. a l § 25-4- 1 407( 1 ) (Supp. I 987) (Emergency Public Heallh Procedures). There
.
is no conslil ulional requirement thal the CDH go through an adversary factfindmg before
orde ring the detention of a person who poses a threat to the public health and safety. See
Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 1 03, 1 20 ( 1 9 7 5 ) .

2 39 . COLO. REV. STAT. § 1 8-3-208 ( 1 986).
240. Id. a t § 25-4- 1 407(2) (Supp. 1 98 7 ) .
24 1 . Id. a l (3).
24 2. Id. a l (4). See also Addinglon, supra note 219 and City of New York v . SL � ark's
Balhs, 497 N.Y.S.2d 979 (Sup. 1 986). The court in St. .\Imk '.1 Baths was asked to enJOtn t� e

ope ration of a homosexual bathhouse. The New York Department of Health based Hs
req uest for an injunction on the evidence t h a t high risk sexual activities we:e taking place
1? t he bath house. The defendants alleged, among other cla ms, that c� rta m sexual prac
. .
tices were less risky than the Department of Health mamtamed. In d1sm1ssmg these � t
.
tac ks on the scientific
cued wuh
court
the
basis of the Department of Health's request,
approva l the language of Jl'illiams l '. •\la or of B11lti111 01f, 289 lf.S. 36. 4 2 ( 1 933): "It is not
y

�
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evidence that the person has already e ngaged in high risk behavior, then
that behavior could be used to s upport a prosecution for reckless
endangerme n t .
C.

Penalties
The AIDS control law provides for a

$ I 00

fine for violating the re

porting requirements.24 3 There would also be tort liability for failure to
comply if the failure resulted in inj u ry to a third party. There is a sub
stantial penalty for violating the confidentiality of the public health re
ports (contained on the CDH approved forms) required b y the act. 244

This provision does not apply to medical records or o ther informatio n,

only to the actual public health reports. Since there are no specific pen
alties for violating health departmen t orders, the general p e nalty section
of the public health code should apply.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The unimpeded spread of HIV during the first four years of the
epidemic demonstrates the tragic c o ndition of American public health
law and practice. The people of the United States have developed a na
ive faith in medical technology. This belief, combined with a failure to
appreciate that the price of unres tricted personal behavior may b e
death, leads to political paralysis o n public health issues that require
either money or the making of difficult decisions. Public health official s
have always faced political pressure s , but in the last forty years political
concerns have outweighed public health considerations. The sacrificing
of public health judgement for political expediency made u s complacent
in the face of the hepatitis epidemic , t h e gonorrhea epidemic, and man y
other significant disease outbreak s . This complacency set the sta ge fo r
the failure of political will when it became medically clear that HIV was
spreading among sexually active homosexual men.

If there is a hopeful note in the HIV experience, it is that socie ty is
lucky that HIV is difficult to trans mi t . Many persons, includi n g medical
personnel, appear to believe that t here is an inverse relatio nsh ip b e·
tween the communicability of a dise a s e and its severity. The ass ump tio n
is that the universe of easily communicable diseases is someh ow lim ited
to those that are easy to treat, self limiting, or susceptible to a si mple

for the courts lo determine which scientific view is correct in ruling upon whether the
police power has been properly exercised. T h e judicial function is exhaus ted with the
discovery that the relation between means and ends is not wholly vain and fanciful, an
illusionary presence

. . . " Id.
.

It is import_ant not to predicate the imposition of temporary or emergency restrictions
on the probab1hty that permanent restrictive orders would be approved. This was an issu e
\/a'.·tin , . 467 U.S. 253 ' 272 ( 1 984) , where the Supreme Court rejected a lowe
<'
in
. detention under a state law was a punishment becaus
court s determma u on that pretnal

Sr�all

.

•

�

so few of the detainees were subsequently prosecuted and confined: "We are unper
suaded by the Court of Appeals' rather cavalier equation of detentions t h a t do nol lead t�
confinement after an adj udication of guilt and wrongful' or punitive' pretrial detenuons.
243. Id. at § 25-4 - 1 409( 1 ) (Supp. 1 987) (penalties).
244. Id. a t (2).
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vaccine. There was no natural law that prevented the HIV virus from
being transmitted with the ease of measles. More troublingly, there is
nothing t o prevent the resurgence of a plague, or the appearance of a
infectious agent more virulent than HIV.
As AIDS and ARC have s o graphically demonstrated, our medical
technology is no guarantee that the ravages of a communicable disease
can be managed on even an individual basis. On a societal basis, medi
cal technology is almost irrelevant. We have approximately four to six
hospital beds per thousand persons. A disease, such as the Spanish In
fluenza, which infected a great percentage of the population at one time,
would rapidly overwhelm our m edical resources.
Physicians and attorneys must take communicable disease control
seriously.

Physicians must realize that blind advocacy of the rights of

individual patients may compromise the care of those patients and leave
them susceptible to the ravages of epidemic diseases. Attorneys must
realize that public health departments are the poor step children of gov
ernment.

I t may be unfashionable to accept that there are times when

individual rights must be summarily sacrificed for the health or safety of
the community. However, imposing arcane due process requirements
on health departments makes it impossible for them to function.
This is not because all communicable disease problems are emer
gencies which require immediate action. It is because health depart
ments have no legal resources.

Police departments, district attorneys,

and attorney s ' general all have their own jobs to do, and devoting sub
stantial resources to public health enforcement is not on their agenda.
Crim inal law s tyle due process requirements could be workable in public
healt h, b u t at two costs : ( 1 ) the enormous financial cost of providing

each health d epartment with fleets of prosecutors , public health police,
and public health courts (or the substantial expansion of the criminal
court system) ; and (2) the reduction in our freedom that would accom

pany the creation of a system o f public health police. As a society we
must reappraise our economic, political, and intellectual commitment to
publ ic health . HIV is a human tragedy, but it is also a warning. Shifting
patt erns o f u rbanization, transportation, and class stratification will dis

rupt the d o rmancy of traditional plagues and set the stage for new dis
ease agents and vectors. H I V has demonstrated that we are not
prep ared to meet these challenges.
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APPENDIX
STATE OF COLORADO
RULES AND REGULATIONS
PERTAINING TO COMMUNICABLE
DISEASE CONTROL
Regulation 1 .

Reportabl.e Diseases

For the purpose of these regulations, the diseases named in lists A
and B below are declared to be dangerous to the public health and shall
be reportable in accordance with the provisions of these regulations.
The Colorado Department of H ealth also requires the reporting of
any unusual illness or outbreak of illnes ses which may be of public con
cern whether or not known to be, or s u spected of being, communic able,
regardless of its absence from lists A and B. Such illnesses include, but
are not limited to, Lassa fever, smallpox, typhus, or yellow fever, which
have the p o tential to be brought into Colorado, are readily transmitted ,
and are likely to be fatal.

Such outbreaks of illnesses include those

which may be a risk to the public and which may affect large numbers of
persons or be outbreaks of a newly recognized entity; such outbreaks
shall include but are not limited to those related to contam i n a ted medi
cal devices or products or suspected to be related to environmental con
tamination by any infectious agent o r toxic product of such an agent.
Manner of Reporting
The diseases in list A shall be reported within 24 hours of diagn osi s
by telephone or i n person to the local health officer of the case's county
of residence or to his designate, usually the county nursing service. In
counties where no local health department or nursing unit exists, cases
shall be reported directly to the Epidemiology Division, Colorado De
partment of Health. Cases may als o be reported to the Epidemiology
Division or to the reporting agent's local health department if reporting
the case to the ill person's local health department of resid enc e wo ul d
require a long distance telephone call.

Reports to the State or Local Department of Health re quired of
every attending physician by Section 25-4- 1402 ( l ) may be tra ns mit ted
to the State or Local Department of Health by telephone with in twenty
g
four hours after the individual is known by said physician to h ave a di a
y
b
d
be
nosis of AIDS or HIV related illness. The written report tran scri
t
n
e
the State or Local Department of Health shall be conside red suffi ci
for compliance by the attending physicia n with Section 2 5-4 - 1 4 02 ( I ) .
y
Reports to the State or Local Department of Health req uired b
. g
.
Sections 2 5-4- 1 402 and 25-4- 1403 shall be recorded on a fo rm de si
nated by the State Department of Health.
LIST A - REQUIRE TELEPHONE REPORT WITHIN 2 4 H OU RS:
th
AIDS or HIV related illness (the latter defined as Depart ment o f H eal
se
a
e
and Human Services, U. S. Public Health Service, Centers for Dis
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Control (CDC) Classification Group I, II with abnormal immune system
tests, III or IV for persons 2_ 1 3 years [Reference MMWR 1 986; 35:334339] and CDC Classification Group P- l Subclass B or Group P-2 for
persons _.:::;_ 1 3 YEARS [REFERENCE MMWR 1987; 36: 225-236 1 ) . This reg
ulation d o es not include later editions or amendments to the CDC clas
sification groups referenced above. Copies of the referenced material
may be obtained from the State Epidemiologist, C olorado Department
of Heal th, 4 2 1 0 East l l th Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80220.)
Anthrax
Botulism
Diphtheria
Gonococcal Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
Group outbreaks, including food poisoning
Measles (rubeola)
Meningitis, Haemophilus Influenzas
Meningococcal disease (Meningococcal meningitis and
Meningococcemia)
Plague
Poliomyelitis
Rabies in man (suspected)
Rubella
Syphilis, early (primary, secondary, or early latent)
Tuberculosis
Typhoid Fever
All cases are to be reported with patient's name, address (including
city and county), age, sex, name and address of responsible physician,
and such other information as is needed to locate the patient for follow
up.
The diseases in list B shall be reported to local health units accord
ing to protocols established b y each unit, but in no case later than 7 days
after the diagnosis is made by the physician or confirmed in the labora
tory. Local health unit protocols may require more rapid reporting of
diseases in this list, or may exempt certain reporting agents from the
reporting of influenza-like illness .
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List B
Amebiasis
Animal bites *
Brucellosis *
Campylobacter infection
Chancroid
Colorado Tick Fever*
Encephalitis*
Giardiasis *
Gonorrhea
Granuloma inguinale
Hepatitis A *
Hepatitis B *
Hepatitis unspecified*
Hepatitis non-A, non-B
Hydatidosis
Influenza-like illness*
Kawasaki Syndrome
Legionnaires' disease*
Leprosy
Leptospirosis *
Lymphogranuloma venereum
Malaria *
Meningitis, Aseptic*
Meningitis , Streptococcus pneumonia
Mumps*
Pertussis syndrome*
Psittacosis*
Q Fever*
Relapsing Fever*
Reye's Syndrome*
Rheumatic fever*
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever*
Rubella, c ongenital*
Salmonellosis
Shigellosis
Taeniasis
Tetanus*
·

Toxic Shock Syndrome
Trichinosis*
Tularemia*
Visceral larva migrans
All cases to b e reported with patient's name, age, sex, a ddress ( i� 
cluding city and county}, and name a n d address of respon sibl e physi
cian, and such other information as is n eeded to locate the pa tien t f�r

follow-up, except for influenza-like illness, animal bites and m um ps ,
which only the number of cases seen need be reported .

10

All cases of diseases in list A, and all cases of diseases marke d with
an asterisk in list B, shall be reported based on the attendin g physi cian' s
diagnosis, whether or not supporting laboratory data are ava ilable .
Cases will be counted by State and local health agencies when c on firm a-
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tory laboratory data become available. All other diseases in list B shall
be reported only when the p hysician's diagnosis is supported by labora
tory confirmation.
Regulation 2.

Reporting by Individuals

Cases of diseases listed i n Regulation 1 shall be reported by the
attending physician, and except for AIDS or HIV related illness, by
other persons either treating or having knowledge of a reportable dis
ease, such as superintendents or persons in charge of hospitals or other
institutions licensed by the Colorado Department of Health (or their
designees ) , persons in charge of schools (including school nursing staff)
and licensed day-care centers.
Cases of AIDS or HIV Related Illness shall be reported by attend
ing physicians, as required b y Regulation 1 , and b y all other persons
treating a case of HIV infection in hospitals, clinics, sanitariums, penal
institutions, and other private or public institutions.
Regulation 3.

Laboratory Reporting

Cases of diseases listed in R egulation I shall also b e reported with
the i nformation required in Regulation I by clinical laboratories
whether or not associated with a hospital, and by out of state clinical
laboratories that maintain an office or collection facility in Colorado or
arrange for collection of s pecimens in Colorado. A case shall be
deemed reportable by a laboratory when any of the following highly di
agnostic results are found:
POS ITIVE CULTURES.

Neisseria meningitidis
Salmonella species, include typhi
Shigella species
Campylabacter jej u n i
Brucella species
Bacillus anthracis
Corynebacterium diphtheriae
Bordetella pertussis
Yersinia pestis
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Francisella tularensis
Clostridium botulinum
Hemophilus influenzas
Streptococcus pneumonia

S ITE

blood, CSF.
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
blood, CSF.
CSF

POSITIVE SEROLOGIES.

Colorado Tick Fever
Western equine encephalitis
. St. Louis encephalitis
Q fever
Hepatitis A
Psittacosis
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever

4-fold rise
4-fold rise
4-fold rise
4-fold rise
positive
4-fold rise
4-fold rise

in titer
in titer
in titer
in titer
IgM
in titer
in titer
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Rubella
Measles
Legionellosis
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4-fold rise in titer
4-fold rise in titer
4-fold rise in titer

Positive ELISA test or
Human Immunodeficiency Virus ( HIV)
positive supplementary test such as Western blot or positive test for an
tigenemia-all of the above according to test manufacturers' directions.
POSITIVE TISSUE EXAMINATIONS.

AFB smear at any site except gastric washings
Direct FA for Legionellosis
Direct FA for rabies in animals or man
Direct FA for Pertussis
Gram negative diplococci on CSF
Borellia species on peripheral smear
POSITIVE VIRAL CULTURES.

Poliomyelitis, both wild and vaccine strains
Colorado Tick Fever
Arboviruses (e.g., St. Louis, Western, dengue)
Measles
Rubella
Influenza
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) I
POSITIVE TOXIN ASSAYS.

Botulism
POSITIVE PARASITE EXAM S .

Entamoeba histolytica (any site)
Giardia lambia (any site)
Taenia species (any site)

Plasmodium species (peripheral blood smear or

tissue examination)

Echinococcus species (any site)

Laboratories shall follow the same procedures as other repo rti �g
sources in regard to telephone reporting within 24 hours o f list A dis
eases and following county protocols o n list B diseases, except tha t
- Regulation 4 controls procedures for laboratory reporting of
gonorrhea, syphilis, chancroid, lymphogranuloma venereum a nd gra nu
loma inguinale.

- hospital laboratories may discharge their reporting resp onsibility
as part of a report made by the hospital as a whole, such as the o ne made
by the infectio n control coordin ator.
- non-hospital laboratories which serve patients from many coun
ties may make weekly reports of list B diseases and telephon e reports of
list A diseases directly to the Epidemiology Division, Colorado D epart
ment of Health, which will disseminate the reports to appropriate local
health agencies.

Report of a case by a laboratory does not relieve the atte ndin g ph �
i
ys
sician of his obligation to report the case, nor does repor t b y the ph
on
cian relieve the laboratory of its o bl i gation, except that rep orts
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hospita lized patients may b e made part of a report b y the hospital as a
whole.
Report of a positive HIV anti body test by a laboratory does not re
lieve t h e a t tending physician o f his obligation to report cases of AIDS
and HIV Related Illness, nor does report by the p hysician relieve the
laboratory of its obligatio n .
T h e Department shall d e v e l o p report forms f o r the use of hospital
and non-hospital labora tori es.
Regulation

1.

4.

Venereal Disease Reporting by Laboratories

The directors and/o r s u p ervi sors of all clinical laboratories per

forming tests for venereal diseases shall submit to the Colorado Depart
ment of H ealth, Venereal Disease Con trol Program written reports of all
tes ts for venereal diseases as fo llows:
(a)

All reactive (positive) and weakly reactive (doubtful) serologic

tes ts for syphilis;
(b)

All reactive (positive) and weakly reactive ( doubtful) spinal

fluid serol ogic tests for s y p hilis;
( c)

All

positive

darkfield

microscopic

tests

for

treponema

pallid um;
(d)

All positive gonococcal smears and cultures; and

(e)

All positive tests indicating the presence of Ducrey bacillus or

D o novan bodies.

2.

These reports will be s u b mitted within one

( I ) working day af

ter testing directly to the Epidemiology Division, Colorado Department
of Health , in a manner and on forms so prescribed and provided by the
Depa rtmen t .
Regulati on 5 .

Information sharing

W h e never a local hea l t h d epartment, cou nty health officer or
coun ty n ursing service learns of a case of a reportable disease in list A, it
shall n o ti fy the Epidemiology Division of the report in a timely and con
fide n tial manner, usually by telephone or other personal contact within

24 hours.

Local health departments, county health officers o r their designates
who receive communicable disease reports shall forward the collected
information for each week to the Ep idemiology Division either in writing
or by telephone at the end of each week.
The E p idemiology Div i s i o n shall, in turn, notify the appropriate lo
cal hea l t h agency in a timely a n d confidential manner whenever it learns
of a c a s e o f a reportable disease in list A, usually by telephone or other
personal contact. For diseases in l ist B, the Epidemiology Division shall
also notify the appropriate local health agency i n a timely manner when
ever it learns of a case not reported by the local health agency to the
Divisio n , except that such notification of gonorrhea cases need only be
done o n the request of the local health agency.
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Information concerning cases of AIDS or HIV Related I llness or
results of laboratory tests for HIV infection shall be shared between the
appropriate Local Health Department and the Epidemiology Division as
provided by Section 25-4-1 404.
Regulation 6.

Food handling and infected persons

No person, while infected with a disease in a communicable form
which can b e transmitted by foods or who is afflicted by a boil, or an
infected wound , shall work in a food processing, milk producing, milk
processing or food service setting in any capacity in which there is a
likelihood of such person contaminating food or food contact surfaces
with pathogenic organisms or transmitting diseases to other persons.
The employer is responsible for ensuring the absence from work of an
employee with an infectious disease for which there is evidence of trans
mission to persons in a food service, food processing, milk producing,
or milk processing setting, as determined by the State Department of
Health.
Regulation 7.

Reporting of Diseases Among Animals

Every veterinarian, livestock owner, veterinary diagnostic labora
tory director, or other person having the care of, or knowledge of, the
existence of animals having or suspected of having any disease which
may endanger the public health such a s rabies, anthrax, encephalitis ,
etc., shall promptly report the facts to the local health officer or the Epi
demiology Division, Colorado Department of Health.
Regulation 8.

Confidentiality

All records and reports submitted to the Colorado Department of
Health in compliance with these regulations are deemed t o b e confiden
tial public health information and are t o be used by the Department as
source material for problem analysis and necessary disease control ef
forts. Individual identifiers shall be removed from all information re
leased to the public. Consultation with the attending phys icia n or
medical facility caring for the patient will precede any furthe r foll ow- up
by the Department of Health or local health agencies, wheth er the ca se
was reported initially by a laboratory or a physician, providi ng the na me
of the attendin g physician or medical facility is given.
The "reports" referred to in Section 25-4- 1 404 ( l ) are defined as
the information required by Sections 2 5-4- 1402, 25-4- 1 40 3 , 25-4 - 1 405
(8) and recorded on forms designated by the Colorado Dep artment o f
Health: l ) which is submitted to and received by the State or Local
Health Department on a form designated by the State Dep a rtment of
Health; or 2) which is transcribed to such a form by a Health Depart
ment employee when that information has been submitted verball y or by
telephone ; or 3) which subsequent to being received by the Sta te or Lo
cal Health Department is maintained, filed, or stored by the Health De-
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or

4)

which is maintained on forms designated by the

Colorado Department of Health by an institution or agency which
screens individuals for HIV infection without providing ongoing health
care, such as a public HIV counseling and testing site.
This definition of report does not incltide information incorporated
into and part o f a patient's medical record. For purposes of this regula
tion, a p a ti en t ' s medical record is defined as that clinical and laboratory
information which is held by a health care professional who provides, or
a facility es tablished to provide, ongoing health care. Furthermore, this
defin ition o f report applies only to the reports required by Sections

4- 1 402 , 25-4 - 1 403,

and

25-4- 1 405 (8)

25-

and does not apply to any other

reports made pursuant to state statute, regulation, or rules.
The terms "such informati o n " in Section
dential medical information " in Section
ports in Section

2 5-4- 1404 ( 1 )

25-4- 1 404 ( I ) and
25-4- 1409 (2) refer to

"confi
the re

and do not refer to clinical or laboratory

information, including examination results and clinical diagnoses, in a
patien t's medical record.

